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Service-Learning 
Definitions and Elements 
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'. NATIONAL SERVICE TERMS 
THE ACT: The National and Community Service Act of 1990, as 
.1mended by the National and Community Service Trust Act of 
1993. 
AMERICOAPS: An umbrella term that refers to programs that are 
designated by the Corporation as national service programs and 
the participants in them. In general, AmeriCorps programs will 
prov1de participants with a full-time service experience, a living 
stipend, and an education award from the National Service Trust 
Fund. AmeriCorps includes AmeriCorps•USA (the grant 
program), AmeriCorps'VlSTA, and AmeriCorps'NCCC (the 
National Civilian Community Corps). 
ANNUAL OBJECTIVES: Derived from the mission statement, defines 
expected annual outcomes which are demonstrable and, when 
possible, measurable. 
APPROVED AMERICORPS POSmON: An AmeriCorps position for which 
the Corporation has approved the provision of an AmeriCorps 
educational award. 
COMMUNITY-BASED AGENCY: A private nonprofit organization 
(including a church or other religious entity) that is representative 
of a community or a significant segment of a community; and is 
engaged in meeting human, educational, environmental, or public 
safety community needs. · 
CONSORTIA: A group of organizations whose purpose is to 
collectively facilitate and support the work of a service program in 
ways that add material and human resources beyond those 
available to each organization individually. 
CORPORATION FOR NATIONAL SERVICE: The new federal agency that 
encompasses the work and staff of two previously existing 
agencies, the Commission on National and Community Service and 
ACTION. The Corporation was created to implement the National 
and Community Service Trust Act of 1993 and will fund a new 
national service initiative called AmeriCorps. 
EUGIBLE AIIERICORPS PARTICIPANTS: In general, a person is eligible 
for consideration to be an AmeriCorps participant for up to two 
terms if they: 
• are 17 years of age or older at the commencement of service, 
unless the individual is in a youth corps program in which case 
the participant must be between the ages of 16 and 25. 
• ...'lther .1J\ c :·~"-·..!:\ ~·~1 l i11~n ~(hOlli 
.iiptoma l>r ;ts ~quJVJient, :ndwiin~ JO 
. lltemative diploma or ceruiiclte ior 
:hose individuals With mental and 
physical disabilities ior whom such 
Jltemative diploma or certificate is 
lppropriate, or agree to obtain a high 
school diploma or its equivalent over 
the course of the program; 
• have not dropped out of elementary or 
secondary school in order to enroll as a 
national service participant; 
• are citizens or nationals of the United 
States or lawful permanent resident 
alien of the United States; and 
• meet the task-related eligibility 
requirements established by the 
program. 
EVALUATION: An external assessment of 
program effectiveness and outcomes at the 
end of a given period of time. Evaluation 
is primarily the responsibility of the 
Corporation and will be conducted by the 
Corporation with the cooperation of State 
Commissions and programs. Evaluation 
should not be confused with program's 
internal evaluation and monitoring 
responsibilities. 
LEARN AND SERVE AMERICA: Service-learning 
programs that are designed to enrich 
academic learning and promote personal 
growth in participants while meeting 
community needs. There are two 
categories of Learn and Serve America 
programs: K-12 and Higher Education. 
Learn and Serve America: K·l2 has two 
main components: sclwol-based, which 
includes formula allotment grants to State 
Educational Agencies, and community-
based, which will be distributed on a 
competitive basis to State Commissions, 
grantmaking entities, and other qualified 
organizations. Learn and Serve America: 
:-!J~rit->r EducJt;Pn :~~~·· :.: .. :· ·~ 
?ro~rams directly :o ~ne ,_· ·;~~'r.t;:t·n . 
!AISS\Il!l S'illlt»Hl1: \ \)i;;~c>n ~._,em,•nt 
expresses the progrJm':; u::;Jun ',\'!rh :eq;mi 
to national service and inaicates rhe 
ultimate impacts to be aclueved .. \ 
program's annual objectives are denved 
from the program's mission statement. 
MONITORING: A continuous effort to assess 
performance and improve quality which 
includes measuring progress toward 
achieving annual objectives. Monitoring is 
primarily the responsibility of the State 
Commission and programs and will be 
conducted with the assistance oi the 
Corporation. Monitoring should not be 
confused with evaluation. 
NOTICE OF FUNDS AVAILABIUTY (NOFA): A 
legal notification, published in the Federal 
Register, describing the availability of 
funds for a new program. 
PARTICIPANT BENEFITS: Tangible benefits 
provided to AmeriCorps participants 
during and following a term of service. 
During the term of service, these benefits 
include a living allowance (which shall be, 
in general, not less than $7,662 per term of 
full-time service), and health care and 
child care benefits as needed. Upon 
successful completion of a full-time term 
of service, participants will receive an 
education award of $4,725 which will be 
kept in the National Service Trust Fund 
and remain available for up to seven 
years. 
PARTNERSHIP: Two or more entities that 
have entered into a written agreement 
specifying the partnership's goals and 
activities as well as the responsibilities, 
goals, and activities of each partner. 
PROGRAM: A coordinated group of 
activities linked by common elements such 
as recruitment, selection and training of 
·~ 
Core Elements of Effective Service-Learning Activities 
1) Orientation and 
Training· 
2) Meaningful 
Service 
·r~·· c .. __ .,,1[1 
3) Structured l:(k~/~~ 
R fl . t. ~--· -;_ . :-<:•· e ec Ion,.;:';:}J-'~ 
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SERVICE-LEARNING DEFINITION 
• a method under which students learn and develop through 
• active participation in 
• thoughtfully organized service experiences that 
• meet actual community needs and are 
• coordinated in collaboration with school and community 
• integrated into academic curriculum 
• provides structured time for reflection (for a student to think, 
talk/write about what they did and saw during service) 
• provides students opportunities to use newly acquired skills 
knowledge in real life situations in own community 
• enhances what is taught in schools by extending learning 
beyond the classroom 
• helps foster the development of a sense of caring of others. 
EIGHT ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF 
SERVICE-LEARNING 
1. Meet actual community needs 
2. Coordinated in collaboration with school and community 
3. Integrated into youth's academic curriculum 
4. Provide structured time for a young person to think, talk, and write 
about what he/ she did and saw during actual service activity 
5. Provide young people with opportunities to use newly acquired skills 
and knowledge in real life situations in their own communities 
6. Enhance what is taught in the school by extending student learning 
beyond the classroom 
7. Help to foster the development of a sense of caring for others 
8. Encourages ethic of citizenship and social action 
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FOUR AREAS OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT POSITIVELY 
EFFECTED BY SERVICE-LEARNING 
Personal Development 
Service-learning experiences appear to foster maturity, self-respect, and social 
competence. 
• Ego Development 
• Self-Concept 
• Maturity 
• Relations with Others 
• Personality Characteristics 
Career Development 
Service-learning experiences allow students a more realistic expectation of the 
world of work and knowledge of specific jobs/ careers. 
• Career Interests 
• Career Maturity 
Affective Development 
Service-learning experiences raise moral issues with which students must 
cope -- objective and subjective measures indicate that students are more 
interested in school and more motivated to learn. 
• Moral Development 
• Attitudes Toward Others 
• Attitudes Toward School and Learning 
Academic Achievement 
Participation in service-learning is not detrimental to academic achievement 
--experiences give meaning to life. 
• Grade Point Average 
• Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills 
• Critical Thinking Appraisal 
NOTE: students who had positive interactions with adults were more 
positive in their interactions with other adults - expectation states theory. 
The Relationship Between Two Educational Reforms 
School To Work 
A. type of school reform 
Jobs 
Meeting Real Employer Needs 
Connects academic & Real World 
Partnerships w/businesses 
Students as employees in training 
Study at school linked to work 
performance at on & off campus job 
Authentic assessment 
Employability/skill aquisition 
Supervision by employer 
Critical thinking, problem solving 
& 
Increased student motivation based 
upon student interest/success 
Develops Work ethic & readiness 
Competence building 
Confidence building 
Structure/hours/contracts/credit 
Choice/student initiated 
Crl>al: Prepare students for workplace, 
career path 
Service Learning 
A type of school reform 
Structured tasks, projects 
Meeting Real Community Needs 
Connects academic & Real World 
Partnerships w/ agencies, non-profits 
Students as performers of service 
Study at school linked to performance 
of tasks on & off campus in community 
Authentic assessment 
Employability/skill acquisition 
Supervision by agency person-
university student/other adult 
Critical thinking, problem solving 
Increased student motivation based 
upon student interest/success 
Develops work ethic & readiness 
Citizenship, service to others 
Reflection 
Competence building 
Confidence building 
Structure/hours/con tracts/ credit 
Choice/student initiated 
Crl>al: Prepare students for workplace 
career path, citizenship 
Prepared by: Robert Beau Bassett 12/21/94 
Communities as Places of Learning 
Program Guide, Chapter I 
Page !2 
First Draft 
VOLUNTEERISM 
SERVICE·LEARNIN8 
YOUTH SERVICE 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
PEER H ELPIN& 
At its core, volunteerism refers to people who perform some service or 
good work of their own free will and without pay. 
Youth are involved in helping others, but a particular emphasis is placed 
on the learning th4t occurs through the service. Students sometimes get 
academic credit for their participation. 
This is umbrella title for all the specialized approaches to using youth as 
resources in the community. 
Strictly defined, this is volunteer work in the community. It is also the 
term used for coun-ordered or alternative sentencing programs. 
Youth help other youth or younger children, including tutoring, conflict 
mediation, peer counseling, etc. 
Service-Learning 
Program Development 
Contents: 
• Creating and Shaping a Service-Learning Program 
• What Youth Can Do 
• Community Organizations as Family 
• Agency Readiness 
W A S H N G 
Ca1npus 
CREATING AND SHAPING 
A SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM 
Every good service-learning program should have a clear concept of the overall 
program before it begins. Initiating a school-based program requires hard thinking about 
issues of designing the program and working with community members. The following 
outlines strategies for creating and shaping school-based programs. 
1. Chart Your Course 
•Rationale Develop a rationale for services, based on 
research, theory and/or practical experience. 
Needs assessments should include the 
individual/group receiving service. 
•Definition of Terms Clearly define your service and associated 
learning opportunities. 
•Service-Learning 
•Evaluation 
•Target(s) 
What are learning objectives? How is program 
integrated into the cuniculum? What assurances 
will there be that learning opportunities are 
provided? How will reflection or other similar 
activities be provided? 
Create and initiate a plan for evaluating the program 
as soon as program goals are developed. Thinking 
about evaluation will help clarify/refine goals. The 
evaluation should focus both on impact and 
effectiveness. 
Who is to receive service? What is desired impact? 
•Time Commitments Identify a minimum time commitment for activities: 
planning, training, reflecting, and evaluating. 
•Collaboration 
•Budgeting 
•Other Resources 
•Time Line 
Identify one or several "partners." 
What fiscal resources are required for program? 
How will program secure necessary funds? 
What other resources are required of the program? 
Individuals? Groups? Transportation? Facilities? 
Establish a time line of activities. Work backwards 
from desired end to the required activities to 
accomplish goals. 
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2. EstablishaProgramTeam 
•Widespread 
Cooperation 
•Advisory Board 
•Institutional Support 
•School and Agency 
Collaboration 
3. Staffing 
•Commitment 
• Defined Roles 
•Training 
4. Program Support 
•Sufficient 
Information 
•Orientation 
•On-Going Training 
and Support 
•Reflection 
Seek widespread cooperation and involvement of 
representatives from "partner" agencies, businesses, 
other schools, youth, parents, colleges, etc. 
Establish an advisory board representing some of 
the constituents to further the thinking about 
planning, evaluating, and developing the program. 
Members are helpful in many aspects of program. 
To insure the prospect of institutionalizing the 
program, secure administrative and teacher 
support for the program from the onset. 
Work with teachers, counselors and principal; as 
well as Parent Associations, in planning program. 
Collaborate with partners in developing program 
modules, evaluations and dissemination of 
information. 
Staff members must be dedicated to making program 
work effectively. 
Clearly define the roles, responsibilities, expectations 
and limitations for each staff member involved in 
program. 
~rovide training for all staff and students involved 
m serviCe. 
Provide each student and team member with 
sufficient information to make informed decisions. 
Schedule preservice training that includes a visit 
to service areas and introduction of resources. 
Recognize the importance of regularly scheduled, 
on-going training and support of students. 
Encourage students to share program leadership 
and provide mutual support. 
Establish both structured and informal reflection 
opportunities to process service experiences in 
greater depth (journal writing, conferences, focus-
group discussions, role-playing exercises, and 
analysis of case study examples). 
5. ProgramEvalUlltion 
•Knowing You Have 
Made A Difference 
•Collecting 
Information 
•On-Going 
Evaluation 
•Assessing Change 
Decide what it means to be success[ ul and 
develop a plan for determining whether the 
program makes a difference on students, 
on the community, the school and those 
served. 
Maintain an organized system of collecting, storing, 
and retrieving data useful for evaluation. 
Conduct an on-going evaluation that provides useful 
information for program development. Create a 
"feedback loop" for all involved. 
Consider interim and annual evaluations involving 
participants and "observers" of the program that 
document what is happening in the program. 
WHAT YOUTH CAN DO 
There is virtUaUv no limit to what young people can do. no social 
need thev cannot al least do o;omething about. With a broad enough 
perspective. il"s hard 10 think of a positive social role teenagers have not at 
some time fiUed: from leacling crusades. commanding armies. advising 
kings-h'in_q kings-to making scientific discoveries. composing sympho-
~ies. and exposing Injustices. 
What youth can do is limited more by social and political conven-
tion than by capactry. energy. or willingness. 1n modem American sociery 
!he period of adolescence increasingly has become defined as a lime of 
dependency and !raining. of preparation for emrance into the ··real'' world 
of adulthood. The twin notions of dependence and preparation influence 
how young people are treated-and what they are allowed and encour-
<ged 10 do-in every spectfic role they occupy from srudem 10 pan-lime 
IVorker. II often is not much. 
There are always exceptions. of course. There are se!lings in which 
Young people do take on sigrlificant wks and where their potential 10 play 
• more sigrlificant role can be detected. 
The volunteer sector of the commurtiry is often such a selling. Here 
we see young people working on their own or With adults to alleviate social 
hurts and to eliminate their causes. Here we see adults who believe that 
youth can make a sigrlificant conaibution. Here we often see organizations. 
ad.m.inistra10rs. teachers. and youth workers who acknowledge the capac-
ity of youth 10 make strong conaibutions and play responsible roles. and 
who understand that their school's or agency's goals can better be met by 
engaging young people ln the real challenges of life than by confining them 
10 passive dependency. 1n their worldview a social studies stud em or scout 
or 4-H'r not only Ustens. sits. and obeys. but also questions, actS. and helps 
make the rules. 
It's len O'Oock. Do You Know Where Your 
Children Are? 
What foUows is a sampling, a tiny fraction of the kinds of thing5 
young people in these programs are doing every day in our counrry. 11 is 
presemed ln the fonm of a youth worker's daily record that is mythical but 
nm atypical and not at all fictional. Every example depictS a very real evem 
or project. 
Notes on a day of service 
7:00am. John knocks at room 814 of the seniordlizen high-rise. He's 
risen a half-hour early today. as he has every day for the last month. to stop 
on the way 10 school to put drops in the eyes of an elderly woman suffering 
from glaucoma. She needs the drops daily. but cannot administer them 
herself due 10 anhrilis. John's friend Ashley will perfonm the same service 
on her way home from school this afternoon. 
8:00 am. Fifteen young men and women gather ln the from yard of a 
bacliy weathered home. The elderly owner. still recovering from his third 
he an aaack. is unable to paint it himself and cannm alford to have it done 
by professionals. But today several young people. under the guidance of an 
expen gardener from a nearby nursery. are aimming bushes and pruning 
trees. while others are scraping and pruning the house itself With the help 
of rwo retired professional painters from Local #386. The job. except for 
some wuch·up work. WiU be completed in one dav-With lime otf for 
lunch proVIded by a canry-out restawam where one of the young people 
works after school. The paint. and advice on color selection. has been 
"What youth can do is 
limited more by social 
and political 
convention than by 
capadty; energy or 
willingness." 
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donated by a IOGJI decorating firm. A brighllv corored. handmade sign 
stands near !he Street proclaiming: ··A PROJECI" OF CENTRAL HIGH 
SCHOOL'S COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM."' 
9:00 am. Two young people are walking around a fourth-grade 
classroom monitoring !he children ·s mock emergency calls on 911. 
They're called BATmen by !he kids. for !hey are instruaors of !he Red 
Cross's Basic Aid Training (BAJ) program: a six-session course in basic 
home survival skills for kids who ofien find lhemselves alone when !hey 
come home from school. The Red Cross developed !he course and trains 
youlh (or adult) volunteers in bolh comem and teaching techniques. It was 
preCisely this lesson in getting emergency help !hat last fall enabled one 
nine-year-old to save his grandtalher's life when he fell down wilh a hean 
anack. 
1 0:00 am. In classroom 408. a group of teenagers is involved in a 
heated discussion of whelher a Mrs. Clark can be compensated for damage 
to belongings caused by a b~ water pipe in her housing projea apan-
mem. The case is real, not a textbook example. She's !he molher of a 
student in !he school and her case has been taken on by !he Consumer 
Action Service, a projea of !he school's Rights and Money class. The 
srudems condude Mrs. Clark is entided to about S 1.000. !hough her own 
petition to !he housing aulhority has been denied. They're considering 
what steps to take next-with confidence they will succeed. Afier all. 
they've taken on SO cases and .. won .. 75 percent of them. cases involving 
Dobermans. rental deposits, automobile repairs. purchase agreements. 
inSU!ance claims and defective sharnpooers. (P.S. They eventually will win 
partial compensation for Mrs. Clark's loss.) 
11 :00 am. noy and Angela sit in a comer of the Resource Center with 
Chao and Thanh-ha. The latter are not long removed from refugee camps 
near the Cambodian border. The former are peer rutors in the English as a 
Second Language (ESL) program at the school. They come ·here every day 
during their fifth period. Each ESL student who desires It ( 100 percent !his 
year) is assigned a peer rutor. who invariably also becomes an advocate 
and friend. 
Noon Three pairs of young people pull up in automobiles at the Senior 
Citizen Center's drop-off point to pick up their day's alloanent of Meals on 
Wheels. which !hey will deliver to shut-ins in their pan of town. 1\vice 
each week they use their lunch period and a free hour to do !his. They 
barely have time to deliver all !he meals before they're expeaed back In 
class. so on more than a few occasions they've rerumed to the elderly 
people's homes after school or on weekends to do other chores, or just to 
chat. 
l :00 p.m. Srudents in !he government class are meeting wilh !he 
mayor and a councilman today. They are going over a list of projeas !he 
city council is considering for this year-from building a municipal swim-
ming pool to reprogramming the parking meters on Main Street. The 
students have been studying both local govemmem and survey research, 
and will be taking the projea list to a stratified sample of residents to poll 
them on their priorities. The data will be analyzed by the srudents and 
presented at the first council meeting next month. The results will be a 
critical faaor. as they have been for the past five years. in detennining !he 
Council's plans for the next fiscal year. 
2:00 p.m. Three young men tn the wood shop are rebuilding and 
drastically modifying skateboards. On a class visit to a day school for 
severely handicapped children. they noted the children's restriaed possi-
bWties for Independent movement and autonomous play. An avid skate· 
boarder among the visitors wondered whether any of the kids could move 
their anns enough to propel themselves along thr Ooor while lytng on a 
low board with wheels. It seemed possible to the staff. The young men put 
out an urgent call for broken or dust·gathering boards. They got a bunch. 
"{In} the volunteer 
sector of the 
community_. •• we 
often see 
organizations, 
administrators, 
reachers, and youth 
worlcers who 
acknowledge the 
capacity of youth to 
make strong 
contributions and 
play responsible 
roles." 
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over their clothes are reviewing the admission procedures for the emer· 
gencv room at Ory Hospual. They are all members of an Explorers Medical 
Post. Tonight. and for the next several weeks. they will be assiSting the 
emergencv medical staff on the Friday night shift. 
Midnight In several neighborhoods thfoughout the dry the streets are 
being parrolled bv young men and women in T-shins and red berets. 
members of a local version of New York's Guardian Angels. Unarmed. but 
trained in self-defense and emergencv procedures. they rravel in teams in 
high-crime areas. Their special emphasis in this town is to offer additional 
securiry in areas where senior citizens and/or younger children may be out 
at night. At first they were cautiously, even begrudgingly, accepted by the 
poUce, but their own behavior and the response of local residents have 
changed this relationship into a real pannership. This being a weekend 
night, they'll be on dury for several more hours. 
We could go on and on. The examples could have been more 
dramatic: of young people saving their town fium an onrushing flood. or 
taking over their communiry's newspaper when the commercial venture 
folded. and so fonh. But these are the more ryplcal. the more accessible. 
The point. after all. is not that ldds can do great things, That we know 
already-or will after reading the many other examples thai appear in this 
booklet. 
What is bigger news right now is that these and a Vast variery of 
other things are being accompUshed by young people acting, in large 
degree. in their capacities as students or as members of a youth agency-or 
l>oth. The essential purpose of this booklet is to explore and share Ideas of 
how to engage more youth in such activities and how to strengthen 
programs that already encourage such activiry. 
I 
i I 
"The point . .. is not 
that kids can do great 
things . ... what is 
bigger news . .. is that 
these and a vast 
variety of other things 
are being 
accomplished by 
young people acting 
in their capacities as 
students or as 
members of a youth 
agency." 
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In one sense. this may be the purest fonn of service. since the 
activities are SOictJy .voluniM)' with srudents receiving neither academic 
credit nor time off from school. But the lack of incentives beyond the 
intrinsic value of serving other5 means also that the population of those 
who partidpate is a rather nanow one: mostly those who already possess a 
service ethic. 
There are certain dubs that nearly always incorporate comrnuniry 
service into their programs. These indude such organiz.;uions as the Furure 
Homemaker5 of Amelica. which frequently sponsor5 peer education 
around family issues such as pregnancy prevention: National Honor Sod· 
ery chapters. which often require their members to partidpate in some 
school-related service such as teaching. rutoling. or collecting books for 
school Ubrartes; and Key Qubs. whose main service activiry is helping the 
needy. 
TypicaUy. the school provides a· facu.lry adviser-sometimes pald. 
sometimes volunteer-to gttide the srudents. In one large dry school 
system. a staff person attached to the cenaal administrative office worics full 
time to help srudents and school staff establish after-school dubs and 
programs in individual hJgh sd)oo.ls so that a dry-wide emphasis on 
serving the communiry can become a realiry. 
That approach Is arypical though. and mosr school distliCIS provide 
only minimal resources to this rype of communiry service program. The 
plus side of this arrangement is that srudents often carry signi.llcant respon-
sibi.liry for making the programs happen. and in this way leadership skills 
among the youth members are developed. 
2. Volunceeraearinghouse. Some schools have created a "volun-
teer bureau" to serve as a cenaal dealinghouse for a number of school-
communiry Interactions. induding volunteer service. lbis is a more 
comprehensive approach than the first In that srudents can .learn about a 
wide array of involvement opportunities within the wider comrnuniry. 
which may lndude voluntary dubs in the school but cenainly are not 
Umited to these. 
Just as in voluntary dubs. srudents receive no academic credit for 
. their service. The work may be done duling the srudent's unscheduled 
time or during a study haLl. esped.ally if it can be placed near lunch or at the 
end of the school day. 
Srudents with time and interest come to the bureau to obtain 
information about service opportunities. If they find a suitable placement. 
they check it out personally and then sign a "contra a" to carry out the 
volunteer service. FoUow-up and review often are canied on by both the 
students and faculry-members of the volunteer bureau. 
In one school a Department of Communiry Involvement. staffed by 
students and faculry. developed a cenaal resource Ust by employing 
students duling the summer to investigate opportunities. During the school 
year. students staff the deparonem. along with a regular faculry member 
who serves ptimarlly as a supervisor to the srudent staff. 
In other schools. the office is staffed by a non-school employee-
someone from a Voluntary Action Center or from organizations which 
promote communiry service such as the Junior League. Red Cross. or 
Jaycees. 
J. Community Servia! Credit. Here. communiry service not only 
iS facilitated and encouraged by the school. but also is accredited. Often a 
communiry service credit is given for an established number of hours. (For 
example, 100 hours equals one semester credit.) In some schools. srudents 
are required to perform a specific number of hours of volunteer service in 
order to graduate. In others, they are awarded elective credit and in some 
cases these credits rna y be used in lieu of some other credit. such as social 
studies or humanities. 
A common procedure is for a srudem to prepare a proposal outlin-
ing what he or she wants to do. for how long. for what purposes. and what 
~~~ ..• a more 
comprehensive 
approach • .. in that 
students can Jeam 
about a wide array of 
involvement 
oppommities within 
the wider community 
" 
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There iS a suong d55UITlption in lhis model that whereas experience 
·<111 be educational. it is neither necessarily nor automatically so. 111i.s 
approach assumes that it is the role of the teacher to help make community 
service educational. 
A typical example would be a one-semester social studies class 
meeting two hours per day. Srudents spend four days (eight hours) in the 
field and one day (two hours) in class. 
The additional hours per day (for teacher and student) are galned 
by giving the student double social studies credit or an additional elective 
credit by making the course multidisciplinary. The most typical combina· 
tions involve English. home economics. humanities. and social studies. In 
parochial schools. community service often iS done in the context of a 
religion class. where students are able to apply moral teaching to real 
hardship and suffering. 
A two-hour time block for such a course is ideal. allowing students 
to have enough time at their field site to make a real conoibution. and 
lessening or eliminating the need for extra staff. students missing other 
classes. and so forth. 
6. Community Service as a School-wide Focus or lheme. A 
rare. but highly desirable. approach is for community service to permeate a 
school's curriculum. In one large dry system. a special magnet school on 
the human services has been created in which all students are in field 
placements in human service agendes. Their volwueer work has rwo 
purposes: career exploration and preparation and the d~lopment of 
social responsibility. 
In a parochial school. service to otheiS is woven into many courses 
and serves as an organizing prindple for the total academic program. For 
example. biology students work in a food co-op. where they teach nuoi-
tion to low-income elderly people: home economics students run a day-
care center several mornings a week for neighborhood preschooleiS: and 
advanced math students offer their computer skills to small businesses to 
manage inventories and do linandal projections. 
In all these examples. the students are practidng "the humane 
application ofknowledge."ln this model. community service Is not just for 
the selected few motivated students who choose to become community 
service provideiS. but rather is viewed as a key organizational prindple 
which affects all students. 
Collaborative Models 
While either schools or youth agendes can offer high-<Juallry volun-
teer service programs for teenageiS. neither can do the job as weD alone as 
they can when these and other organizations concerned with voiun- · 
teerism work together. Though there are only a limited number of exam-
ples of coUaboration among schools. youth organizations, Voluntary 
Action CenteiS. and adult dvic organizations such as Rotary or the Junior 
League. those that do exist are noteworthy. 
In several communities. staff membeiS of the Voluntary Action 
Center or some clearinghouse on volunteer oppornmities work directly 
with the high school student volunteer program. The program works 
effidentJy because the teacheiS or school counseioiS concenaate on what 
they do best-recruiting. motivating. teaching. and supporting students in 
their work in the community-while the person from the volunteer 
clearinghouse brings expertise in training community service provideiS. 
matching students to appropriate field sites. and knowing the community 
agendes and their needs. As one direaor of a Voluntary Action Center 
>aid: "We're just like Willy Sutton. He said he robbed banks ·cause that's 
where the money is. WeU. we're in the schools. ·cause that's where the 
voung volunteers are." 
A national program in which Junior League volunteers work with 
"There is a strong 
asswnption in this 
model that whereas 
experience can be 
educational. it is 
neither necessarily nor 
automatica/Jy so." 
"In this modeL 
community service 
... is viewed as a key 
orga.nimtional 
prindp/e which affects 
a/1 students." 
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SEITING UP THE PROJECtS 
People often ask the youth service equivalent of the ''chicken or 
~·· question. They wam to know if a service program should stan by 
identifying the things to be done. or whether a cadre of youth volunteers 
should be recruited before communiry needs are specified. Either might be 
right under certain circumstances-or be dictated by them. 
lf you have a choice. however. it is generally best to begin by finding 
the projeas. People of all ages are more likely to respond to a request to do 
some specific taSk. and nothing will dampen the spirit of a group of 
volunteers more thoroughly lhan a long delay between their offer to help 
and the chance to begin. 
It is not necessary. nor even desirable. lhat every possible project be 
identified and every taSk minutely defined. Just enough to begin Is usually 
suffident There always should be the possibiliry for young people to 
discover and develop new projectS. to respond to new requests. and to 
redesign tasks. 
There are essentially only two ways to get staned in communlry 
service: Join existing efforts or stan projeas of your own. The former 
approach Is by tar the most common form of youth service: and the easiest 
way to stan. 
0 
"Nothing will dariJpen 
the spirit of a group of 
volunteers more 
thoroughly than a long 
delay between their 
offer to help and the 
chance to begin;!' 
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are .m invaluable resource. Many direaories are available in their refer-
ence collections . .md libraries often maintain their own lists of communiry 
organizations. as weU. 
Hotline operators. social workers. police . .md others who must 
make referrals rna y be willing to share their informal files with you. The 
telephone comp.my·s yellow pages also c.m be a valuable source of ideas. 
particularly in larger dties where listings of agendes like nursing homes 
and day -<are centers are grouped by IOCdtion. 
Human service networks and associations. Other irnponam 
sources of infonnation on agendes and ongoing projeas are the various 
umbrella organizations associated with spedfic areas of soda! service such 
as a state association of rerarded dtizens. council on aging. day-ca.rc: 
association. or mental health associations. The aaual names vary in each 
communiry. but you c.m always find them--<Jften in the yeUow pages of 
the phone direaory. Also. be sure your contaas indude any senior dtizen 
centers in the-communiry. 
Service clubs, dvic and religious organizations. Groups such as 
the League of Women Voters. Rotary and Uons Qubs. Junior League. and 
Chamber of Commerce often have projeas that young people c.m work 
on. They may even be enlisted to help young people with rheir projeas. or 
help you develop a list of service oppornmities. 
Ukewise. many churches and synagogues have active service pro-
grams and often are a good place to go to find out about incliVidual people 
who need assistance. In larger communities there also wiU be umbrella 
organizations such as a Jewish communiry center. Catholic charities pro-
gram, or inter--church association that operate programs themselves and 
know about others. 
Ma)'Ot; dty manager, county extension agent. social worker. 
The job of many public employees Is to know their communiry's Vital 
needs. One teacher went to the dry manager and asked what his srudents 
could do for the ciry. The next day he was handed a list of 47 projeas. '\bu 
may not be so lucky, but it Is certainly worth a ny. At the least you wiU 
spread infonnation about your program and get the name of someone else 
you c.m contaa. 
/'· 
~ 
;.~ 
"Many churches and 
synagogues have 
active service 
programs and often 
are a good place to go 
to 6nd out about 
individual people 
who need assistance." 
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The single most imporuuu Lhing to IIY to establish is that the tasks 
assigned or thought· up by the volunteers be Significant and challenging. 
One veteran of youth service pointed out ··when I hear that one of my 
kids is not showing up. or is chronically late. or fools around. it won "t be 
because he's bad. or irresponsible. or the job is too tough. I absolutely 
guarantee you it will be because he thinks he's not doing anything useful 
and isn't really needed. He may be wrong. but mars what he'll think."" 
It will be most helpful if you can leave a wrinen description of your 
program and an outline of the things the agency can expect of the young 
people and what is expected from the agency. in rum. You also may wish 
to develop an individual volunteer contract that speUs out some of these 
things. A sample is included on page65. 
Starting from the 
Skills and Interests ofYouth 
So far we have been suggesting ways of finding volunteer place-
ments and projects in which to fit young people. This is usually the best 
way to proceed. but inevitably begs two imponant questions: how to 
guarantee that youth are engaged In appropriate projects In an agency or 
community program. and how to Insure that you have the right people for 
the job. These questions could be answered by reversing the process jUS[ 
described and: 
I. Finding skills and lnten:SIS among group members. 
2. Building project ideas. and 
J. Contacting agendes with a catalog of things you're able. to 
contribute. 
Whether you stan this way or by contacting agendes. It is a process 
to use soon after you have the group together. It will allow you to place 
srudents more lntelligendy. suggest new project Ideas. aUow young people 
to act on their strengths. and help Insure that agendes will take advantage 
of the volunteers' fresh perspc:alve and unique talents. 
A rypical way this process would proceed is as follows: 
I. Finding skills and intL!n!SIS: 
• a member of the group works In a bicycle repair shop 
2. Bui/dingprojectideas: 
• running bike repair dinics In an elementary school 
• teaching bike mechanics to group(s) of chJJdren 
• uSing the skill in a ""big brother" relationship 
• uSing genernl mechanical ability In an agency 
J. Contacting agendes with the idea 
• your neighborhood elementary school would like your group 
to do two of these projects 
This. lnddentaUy. is a real example. The young person had been 
unable to find a placement and was going to drop the community service 
program. He ended up organizing ""Spring Bike Prep Days··tn two elemen-
tary schools (where chJJdren rode their bikes to school and got rune·ups 
and baSic maintenance Information): and ran a six-week program on bike 
repair for a group of Sixth-grade ""troublemakers·· (like himself). 
One difficulty in this approach can be in helping young people 
recognize the skills they actually possess and seeing how these might 
be useful to others In the community. One way 10 get past this is 
suggested by the exercise outlined on the next page. 
"The single most 
important thing . .. is 
that the tasks be 
significant and 
challenging." 
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Community Organizations 
As Family 
Endeavors That Engage and Support Adolescents 
U'hat kinds of out-ofsclwol activities 
constructively engage adolescents? 
rt'hat kinds of programs effectively 
afidress their devewpmental needs as 
they move from childhood to adulthood 
in high-risk environments? 1he authors 
provide some answers to these and 
other questions. 
BY SHlRLEY BRICE HEA Til AND 
Mll.BREY WAlliN McLAUGHLIN 
B RUCE, a.l:.a. Superman, squints in con· centration, measuring the distance to the trampolette placed in front of the twnbling mats. Nineteen of his red-and·white-<:lad teammates position themselves in a tight 
row, forming a human bridge and a challenge to 
Bruce's strength and twnbling sldlls. Nicknamed for 
another man of flight, Bruce is the finale for the 
night's show. He takes a deep breath, sprints down 
the gym floor, springs from the trampolette, and flies 
over the backs of his teammates. He lands with arms 
raised, gold chains glinting, and a smile that lights 
the room. 
••• 
"'Come on, Eric. What are you waiting on? What 
you waiting on? C'mon, c'mon. Move it. Move it. 
Give it up. Right there. There you go. There you go." 
These shouts from Coach Beam echo against the 
empty Stands of the gymnasium where the local 
YMCA boys' basketball team is practicing for a game 
agains1 their arch rivals from the next town. The 
YMCA is located in a neighborhood of project hous-
SHIRU:Y BRICE HEA 711 is a professor of English OJ1d 
linguistics ar Swnford Uni~rsiry, Stanford, Calif, when 
MIIJJREY WAWN McUUGHUN is a prof<ssor of <du-
carion and dir~ctoroftM Umu for R~seardJ on the Con-
lat of Srcondary School T<oching. 
ing that is being tom down to make room for a new 
freeway. llle boys on the coun, known as "Beam's 
boys," are 12· to 14-year-old African-Americans wbo 
spend an average of IS bours a week at practice and 
doing homework under the watchful eye of the coach. 
••• 
The director of a local youth organization tells a 
visiting political leader: "You sbould know about 
Darlene - and, oh yes, her brother, Tyrone, too. 
But we call him Toot around here. Mother died of 
AIDS six mon!bs ago. Father left them and two 
younger girls. Darlene brings the younger ones to the 
Girls Club at 7 each morning, and we send them off 
to school and then lceep them occupied while she's 
at work after school. Toot works all day and picks 
the girls up at 7 each night, after he leaves the Boys 
Club, where he boxes. He feeds the girls and gets 
them to bed before Darlene gets home. Each day it's 
the same." 
• • • 
These three vignettes are drawn from our ongoing 
research.• They depict adolescents' lively and volun· 
tary involvement in constructive, positive alternatives 
to the counterproductive teenage ventures that fill the 
morning newspapers, most particularly drug-related 
activities and gang violence. 
Bruce is a young African-American, born and 
reared in one of the nation's toughest housing projects; 
he navigates through a neighborhood lcnown nation· 
ally for violence and gang dominance. His "gang" is 
a tumbling team. Eric and the other baslcethall play· 
ers hang out at the Y in their spare time to keep out 
of harm's way - off the streets. They bave found 
a protected niche of developmentally appropriate, 
adult-monitored activities. For Darlene and Toot, the 
neighborhood organizations are not just places to 
spend pleasant times with their peers, but institutions 
that suppon them in their early assumptions of re-
sponsibility. 
Unlike Toot, Darlene is still in school, although 
her family responsibilities may soon force her to quit 
and take a full-time job. Both youths essentially left 
school several years ago; piles of cuts and tardies 
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of members 
into rhe life 
of lhe group 
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planted them firmly 1n ~hool admrnrstrdtors' m1nds 
as early dropouts. For several years. they have served 
as caregtvers and heads of their household For all 
the teenagers described above. non school organiza-
l!ons provrde muh1ple serv1ces that sustam them 10 
thetr family roles and g1ve them broad suppon for 
thetr rdcntrtres as teenagers 
Polley makers and prart1110ners cnnccrnetl with 
Amertcan youth acknowledge the \I'X'Cl .. .d ,JOJ crttr· 
cal cnntflbutron of commun11y nrgi.lnt/Al!nns a\ re· 
-.ource..; th;Jt c. x.trnd beyond bmily JnJ ..,.._·hnoJ:., ·rnerr 
\ 1cv. rclngnrl.l.'~' the hn11\di!Um of l•xJJ~ \ ..... htKih and 
1.:1!1\J!Jt'' _(), t11>11h J-; ~O<..'IJ] tn.\!I(U(IPfh ,!rl' lfl..JJCtjU3IC 
tx·...-Juv.' the\ ,trt' built on·nuOll(x.kd :.L\c-.<lrllrtlon.\ ~1hout 
IJJllth .rnd ,,,nununlf~ Tlk.l nun\ r.rPidtc\ -..unrlx 
I,J<. ~ lhl' l'!llolli•IIL_d rlnJnl"::rl l'\f""'-'ll('fll:.ll ()[ ... tlgnt· 
(1\l' 'llf'f)•'fl'. ll"'o,JI ,I dl'\t'io1p1n_l' \•lttn:-:·-tcr rcqulfl..''> 
f\•it,'. (lt.d.l'l\ .11111 f'I,H.II'.:•'Ill'!' ",•' lo'fiLt'! llt'\'d lolh~ ... · 
,,n,:tl,t'd -•1 rhr tl!lfl<lf!.llht' ,,! :•·h..J.·,·: :,...__d .tiler 
ll.lli\:,'\ lo• .1 :.tlllil\ ,tlhi ·,. ft•"'i l>.l'f'l: '· '1\'ill ,,j \11)1 
I .. If! 
\\,.,1 .td .. lt--.....cnl'. htlV.!'\l'f ,lfl' 11"1 111'·"1--t·d rll ,1/l\ 
'••lll/lllllli!'. h.l\l'd ,1\ It\ till''- Ill\ .J ;l-;.'tJ!.lf 11.1\l\ Fill 
,.,r:t,· \••l!:l~' fl<'olrk. t'-.,f)(Yi.tll\ l/1•''-t' l'.l••v.tn_1: up 111 
I' H 1 I 11 1 I -'\ 1\ \ 1'1'-\ '" 
stressed wner·cHy or rural com.munJties. thts lack of 
participauon reflects Jack of opporrurury. there: s1m· 
ply are few orgamzatJons or undc:rtak..ings available 
to them. As a ~hool supenntendenl m a large easl· 
em city grumbled. the only )'oulh-serv1ng' agents 
in th(: ciry are rhe pollee. A c1ry official 10 another 
urban area S-a.Jd lhat his commurury's yOUI.h policy was 
~parks and pollee- - parks w prov1dc a p!a1.:e for 
youlhs 10 gather out~rdc Ulen netghborhcx:x:ls and po· 
!JCe 10 monnor 1he1r behav1or once gathered there 
BUI lack 11! opportunll-y IS not !he whole wr eq~n 
the most tmp:Jnant) reason why young people gt·nt:r · 
J!ly are not 1n\ohed m organtl.ed. con.~!ruCtJvc <K 
IJVIIH'':S dur1ng DUt·of-school hours Effectlve strat~­
gtes for enabhng \UL"h l1:. .. :al organJz..at•ons to .mr<Kt 
~-ouths are nt){ v.cll-urK.lef'.H)(x.! and are the nccpltolf\S 
rJtber than the n1k Pr;JC!liHmcr\ frorn dJ\erv: \<!Uih 
\Cr\Jng_ tllf~OII.<IIioll\\ <...hurdlt'\. '>f'~<Hl\ <'l~~.tllr/.1 
IHIOS. ~·oulh ~·luh--. ''-h'~'!'. ,ot.:J;tl '-lut:r.-. --.;J\ tfl,JI 
,1 ri!JJOf prnt:<ll'!lllhl"v lnnlrnnr J\ lftJrtJCIIII~' ,,,,/II; I 
tdlfltng thr .-nlu/lt''nr•nt ,,/ 1-<lllfl}{ flt'uplr c-.l)('l ull\ 
teenager\ \\ell t.'LjUippcd !!Yrnna.<.turm 111 lht' lllflt"f 
ll!~ 1oo 1111en \II t111pl\ l\Hnru1er lah.\ lh.JI Mt' lht: 
11'\lll.'> \!( rr•~<l;gl!l\J\ IUtHJ f.JI\Iil)-; clfort.\ VrVt: <.l h,J/kJ 
,, '·•I"~' •~I '-•"' .,._ '·• 'I 
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ful rather than a roomful of students after school; 
pony leagues fold for Jack of players; church work· 
ers give up on planning social activities for young-
sters past the age of 12. 
What kinds of activities constructively engage 
a<lolescents? What kinds of programs effectively ad· 
dress the developmental needs of youngsters as they 
move from childhood to adulthood in high-risk en-
vironments? What kinds of youth-serving organiza· 
lions do adolescents choose to join? We have waited 
ill many emp!y gyms for the students to come by for 
;a fter·school theater class; we have made small talk 
with adult sponsors of tutoring centers as the hoped-
for clients failed to materialize. But we have also ob-
served adolescents cheerfully and fully engaged in 
activities located in their communities, activities that 
keep them off the streets and provide them with the 
tutoring help needed to keep them in school. These 
~rganizations, through their form and flexibility in 
activities, have fortified these youths during their dif-
ficult adolescent years. 
WHAT MAKES the enterprises that suc-ceed different from those that fail to at-tract and hold the interest of teenagers? Activities and sponsoring organizations 
such as those in our opening vignettes are not of a 
single type. What they have in common is their diver-
sity and their insistence that members feel that they 
belong to an intimate group. The integration of mem-
bers into the life of the group depends on differen· 
tiation within the group: varied activities, varied 
rhythms of work and play, and the valuing of differ-
ing ·talents, ages, and approaches. 
Successful organizations adopt an approach that is 
both fmn and flexible; they empower rather than in-
fantilize youths; they are clear about their goals and 
their rules of membership. Dance troupes, basket-
ball teams, tumbling groups, and theater groups boom 
and buzz with the energy of adolescents. The focus 
of any local youth organization that effectively serves 
youths in the 1990s has less to do with what it is than 
with how it is defined and operated. 
Not surprisingly, these out-of-school settings -
whether they be grassroots youth organizations, lo-
cal chapters of national groups (such as Boys Clubs, 
Future Farmers of America, and so on), local relig-
ious organizations, or parks and recreation centers 
- share many of the. features that in earlier eras 
characterized family life. 
These organizations provide a strong sense of mem-
bership with numerous marks of identifiCation. Their 
approach to youths is highly personalized. In one of 
Tyrone's early visits to the Boys Club, he became 
"Toot" when be picked up a saxophone left lying 
around by one of the older boys. The sound he made 
as he anempted to play the instrument won him a 
nickname that stuck, even when he became one of 
the club's best boxers and an instructor for the young· 
er boys, who insisted on cailing him 'Tootie." For 
Toot and others like him, the Boys Club is a fonress 
against th~ outside world. Within the walls of the 
club, he can be teased, called by a silly diminutive, 
teach younger boys, horse around with friends who 
also like to box, and enter, if only briefly, the stable 
life of an ordinary teenager. 
The club offers a range of activities that are de· 
velopmentally appropriate for aU the boys who come 
there; some work in the an room, others in sculp-
ture, others on dramatic productions that they write, 
direct, and produce. Still others make up the swim 
team and the boxing club, and all have access to the 
study ~oom, where older members help the younger 
ones with homework, and adults - volunteer and 
paid - are also available to provide assistance. The 
"something for everyone" menu of activities includes 
youngsters from ages 9 to 19 in a range of designat-
ed events and spaces. More important, the norm at the 
club is that everyone helps out to keep the place go-
ing. Nonswimmers count laps for the S()()..yard free· 
style, and nonactors clear the mats from the gym floor 
in preparntion for a play rehearsal. 
Out-of-school organizations to which youths lilce 
Bruce, Toot and Darlene, and Beam's boys find their 
way envelop teens firmly in a socializing communi-
ty that holds them responsible for their own actions. 
In addition, the members are held accountable for the 
institution's weD-being and for the actions of others 
within the proteCted walls of the organization. Mem-
bership brings with it acceptance of "'llinimal rules 
with maximal impact." The central rules of these or-
ganizations are simple and broad: no hanging out with 
gang members; no smoking dope; leave this area just 
lilke you'd want to find it; put up or shut up; don't 
forget you represent us - aU of us - and if you blow 
it, you'll have all of us to answer to; and no "doing 
the dozens." 
Of course, within such broad rules are numerous 
others that have to do with appropriate language and 
dress, management of specific activities, and the secu-
rity and cleanliness of the building. Breaking one of 
these minor rules brings an immediate reminder of 
the higher rules of membership and calls into ques-
tion the individual's right to belong to the· group. 
The consistent and reliable adults - from direc-
tors to custodians - wbo operate these youth organi-
zations not only enforce the rules for the members 
but also make it evident that everyone is equally 
responsible for monitoring the behavior of those who 
come to the organization. Rules are clear, and en-
forcement is cenain; it is "tough love.· flexibility 
comes not in mitigated punishments, but in the will-
ingness to help youths plan, reform, reshape, and as-
sess events within the organization. Adults do not plan 
without' their clients; any performance, special event, 
or extra activity requires the involvement of the young 
people themselves. 
IIIII Successful 
organizations 
adopt an ap-
proach 
that is both 
f111D and 
flexible; they 
empower 
rather than 
lnlanlillze 
youths. 
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These fearures are reminiscent of the concepts of 
family pride, shared responsibility for maintaining 
a household, and the "golden rule" of communal liv· 
ing. Moreover, like family life, these organizations 
....-...-
munal suppon group. The members "look out for 
each other." Newcomers and younger members of-
ten "belong" for a while to those who have been 
around longer or are older . 
In ouH>f-school organizations 
that successfully attract young-
sters, adults and youngsters alilce 
talk about the need for the insti-
tution to value differences. New-
comers are scouted for their tal-
ents: "Can you play center'?" "You 
ever been in a play before?" "You 
know anything about us? Why'd 
you come here?". Members of 
these organizations make it clear 
that they value differences -
among themselves, in their activi-
ties, and in strategies and ap-
proaches. Such valuing of differ-
ences does not, however, extend 
to radical extremes; to do so 
would be to break the central 
rules of the organization that en-
sure its survival. Thus the mis-
sion of the organization and its 
teams must be the clear focus 
driving any member's radical 
ideas for changing things. 
Youth-serving organizations 
.; that successfully anract young 
• Nonschool organizations provide multiple services that sustain youths In their fa- people invariably have some links 
miliar roles and give them broad support for their identities as teenagers. to education - but rarely to 
do not move from the peak of one planned "special 
event" to the next. Instead, their pace is seasonal 
and moves constantly through practice toward per-
formances, all of which are somewhat graduated in 
level of imponance. For example, swim meets, run-
throughs of plays, play-offs to prepare for tourna-
ments, within-group rounds of bolting competitions, 
and in-house judging of anworks to choose a few 
pieces for county or state competition are peak mo-
ments of judgment and reassessment in preparation 
for actual competition or perfonnance. The final pub-
lic performance of a season may begin a transitional 
period of"down time,· during which some youths ex-
plore other activities (another spon, a different dra-
matic production. and so on) or try just "being 
around .. with one anolher. 
The push toward performance and the ongoing em-
phasis on collaborating in activities suppon the hab· 
it of talking through what is going on and how mis-
takes and successes happen. Interpreting events in 
which all have panicipated bonds members to one 
another, often through extensive teasing. special 
terms to refer to "bloopers," and an abundance of evi-
dence thai members do "mind each other's business." 
This mutual responsibility for monitoring behavior 
fits wetl with the norms of an idealized family or com-
PHI DELTA KAPPAN 
schools. Many include homework 
sessions and tutoring opporrunities, and all let mem-
bers tallc openly about problems and successes in 
school. The ethos of these organizations encourages 
members to stay io school, keep up attendance, and 
try harder with schoolwork. Many provide youths 
with "natural learning activities" that call for skills 
that are also presumably useful in school (e.g.; keep-
ing the books for a dance ensemble, reading plays 
to get ideas for creative skits, studying old playbills 
to learn how to prepare a program for a production). 
Often, helping teens stay in school requires the as-
sistance and suppon of organizations that are as lit-
tle like their neighborhood schools as possible. 
TIESE family-like organizations and activi-es differ in at least six crucial elements of esign and orientation from those youth-serving institutions that are less successful 
in attracring and engaging adolescents. 
I . These organizations share a common concep--
tion of young people as resources to be developed, 
rather than as problems to be managed. This concep-
tion of young people generates program activities tJuu 
respect the views and abilities youths bring with them, 
that are attuned to their developmental needs and cui-
rural differen=. and that strive to provide support 
that meshes with their unmet needs. Activities con-
sistent with this conception of youths embrace the 
"-'hoi< person - not just single issues, such as preg-
!\ancv, substance abuse, or school success. While a 
singl~ focus, such as basketball or rumbling, may de· 
fine the organization, it also embraces the full emo-
tional. social, educational, and economic needs of 
participating adolescents. 
2. Activities that young people elect to join most 
often yield a recognizable "product" - a perform-
ance, a team record, a newspaper, an edited volume. 
Adolescent youths living in stressed urban environ-
ments generally spurn the purely "recreational" ac-
tivities that middle-class parents assume their teen-
agers want. These adolescents are product-oriented. 
They want to create something that signals accom-
plishment. Contrary to the assumptions of many pr<>-
gram planners, youths (especially those from at-risk 
environments) seem to recognize that they cannot 
really afford to spend much time and energy on "just 
plain fun." It has to amount to something. 
3. Activities driven by a conception of youths as 
resources to be developed also invest a significant 
measure of reSJXlnsibility for that development in the 
young people themselves. Entrusting imJXlrtanl ac-
tivities to them plays a critieal role in· the develop-
ment of young people from an early age. The suc-
cessful activities we have observed suggest that 
ownership and trust are essential for adolescents. A 
program attractive to teenagers is a program that is 
"theirs," not an activity organized and planned in a 
way that reminds them of a controlling parent or stem 
teacher. What's "good stuff" from the perspective of 
an adult, teenagers tell us clearly, is not always good 
- or even appropriate - sruff in their view. 
4. Neighborhood investment is also important. For 
e><ample, the director of a neighborhood Boys Club 
tells of the debilitating decline in the number of com-
munity volunteers and board members when the 
club's financial authority was centralized "downtown" 
and Joeal residents no longer had a sense that the 
money they raised went to their club. Youth-serving 
organizations that are vital and effective from the 
community's perspective have their roots deep in the 
community, and they can draw on the local environ-
ment for politieal, financial, and instrumental sup-
port. Thus the local organization is not a stranger; 
it is a recognized and legitimate member of the com-
munity family because the community members have 
helped to develop, shape, and reform the programs 
that "fit" the community's youths. 
5. Community organizations that attract youngsters 
are responsive to the "local ecology." the untapped 
resources and unmet needs of those who become 
their members. Generic program models or stan-
dardiZ-ed service menus, especially those created at 
some remove. risk being redundant or irrelevant. Not 
all neighborhoods have the same configuration of 
schools, recreational activities, social services, family 
coherence, political clout, or cultural opportunities. 
Not all youth programs need to offer the same sports, 
education, social supports. or training. Efforts that 
have effectively engaged and sustained the partici-
pation of young people define their emphases and 
offerings in tenns of the communities they. serve. 
6. As youth-serving organizations listen to and re-
SJXlnd to community needs, they must also change 
to meet shifts in the ecology of the neighborhood. 
As neighborhoods move up or down the socioeco-
nomic ladder, as their ethnic makeup shifts, and as 
other youth-serving institutions (such as schools) are 
perceived as responding or not resJXlnding to the 
needs of Joeal youngsters, community organizations 
must move quickly to realign their activities, hours, 
administrative style, and sources of financial suppon 
to the new realities of the community. Community 
organizations that serve youths must simultaneously 
understand and change themselves. Thus effective 
youth-serving organizations are not often found in the 
"organizational yellow pages, • either because they es-
cape the notice of official institutional census takers 
or beeause the form, identification, and even loca· 
tion of the organization change as the group resJXlnds 
to local circwnstances. 
In the current enthusiasm for Jooldng at learning 
as situated or socially constructed knowledge,' the 
features of community youth-serving organizations 
outlined here are e><amples of theory put into prac· 
lice. The resources of each organization include the 
collective memory of the group's members, as well 
¥ the dynamics of current social relationsltips and 
seasonal activities that provide a full cycle to fulfill. 
men! through the completion of an individual task or 
performance or of a seasonal activity (e.g., basket-
ball). The activities of these organizations, like the 
idealized family life whose features they reflect, 
structure fields for action, reflection, and construc-
tive social interaction. 
I. Wiih the suppon of the Spencer Foundation, We are involved 
in a multi-year research project that e.umines the l"e$0Urt:es and 
programs available to youths, espec:Wiy adolescents, in divene 
urban settings. ln identifying the orga.niutioons that young people 
find supportive and relevant, we depended on coamuniry inform-
ants - youths and adults - ~ther Uwl on offki.al organiutional 
lists or rosters. Consequently, Yr'e observed youths puticipeting 
m a broad variery of activities and supported by diverse tponiOfS 
- the spectrum included everything from smalJ endelvon cn:-
ated and susu.ined by the energy of a single indivKtuaJ 10 nei!h-
borflood "'branches~ of nationa.J orpnizations. 
2. We develop this point in more detail in Shirley Brice Healh 
V>d Milbrey Wallin McLoughlin, "A Child Reoouro: Policy: Mov-
mg Beyond Dependence on School and Family," Plu' ~JUJ Kap-
pan. April 1987, pp. 576-80. 
). Sec, for e~e. Jean Lave, Cognition in Proaic~ (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988); Laun:n B. Resnick, ·LeMn· 
mg in School and Ou1: Educarional R.~utJr~r. Dca:mber 1987, 
pp. 13-20; and James G. Greeno, ·understanding ?r~un.J 
Koowledge in Mathematics Instruction.~ EduccuiontJI Psydwlb-
gm, vol. 12, 1978, pp. 262-83. IKJ 
liThe features 
of community 
youth--serving 
organizations 
outlined here 
are examples 
of theory put 
into practice. 
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AGENCY READINESS -111E ACHILLES HEEL OF SERVICE-LEARNING 
Chuck J. Supple 
Are communil)'·based o~izations ready to accept a surge of ~"ulhful senice-lcarners and to pro-
,;de !hem \\ilh enriching opponunitics? Achie\ing many of lhe positive educational o01comes died 
by senice-learning advoca1es a.<.<umes !hal communities are ready, \\illing. and ahlr to in'"'"" 
~"ung people productively in addressing social and en\ironmenlal concerns. If service-learning i< 
lhe Trojan horse of education refonn, as it has been characterized, !hen pcrilaps this assumption is 
lhe Achilles heel of lhe movement 
1\ot all service-learning activities perfonned by l"ulh arc agency ccnwr<<l; many arc independent 
and entrepreneurial in muure. Research tells us !hat some of lhe mOSI devclopmenlally valuable 
senice lal<es place in school settings. However, lhc issues in which youdt are mOSIIikcly to be 
involved arc largely addressed lhrough an infra.<truaurc of oommunity·ha.<ed private nonprofit and 
public organizations. 
The exle!lt to which community-based organizations have bt.'etl n'Ccpti\'C to young people serving a.< 
volunteers ha.< been limited, as has been lhe educational value of lhe senicc acti\itics 1>erfonned by 
studenl<. For senice·learning 10 help trans!omt education, more agendt'S 11ill nt'l.-dto involve 
young people in !heir work, and lhe educational qualil)' of these opponunitics \\ill net'<! to be 
enhanced. 
The barriers !hat prevent greater quantity and qnalily senice·lcaming opponuniti.,; are truUtcrs 
bolh of will and way; !hey include our country's attitude to\\"Md youlh, a lack of knowlt'<lgc and 
understanding on lhe pan of lhe agendes involved, and practical and logistical concern.<. These 
are cross-cutting issues, shared by !he school and communi!)' allke, and arc barriers not just 10 
service-learning but also to education refonn in general. 
Perhaps lhe biggest barrier is a basic resistance to doing somclhing differently. Most people are 
very protective of !heir roles and are not inclined to share r.,;ponsibility. Service-learning rcpre· 
senl< a new way of gelling work done- a new way lor agendc:; to provide service:; - a.< well a.< a 
new way {or young people to learn. II requires lhatlhc responsibility lor educating young people 
extend far beyond lhc boundaries of schools, and that agendcs allow more !han staff and adult vol-
unteers to pcr!onn lhe work. 
Both educational and social·scrvice institutions must lake ucth•c steps to undc~tand the "husinl.$.-;" 
of the oilier. School and agency personnel do not have adt'<jUate conceptions of what tltc oilier 
docs and how they do it This includes kno\\ing lite organi1.ational franu,vork.< in which each 
opcrdlei and the protocol and proct>durcs inherent in llll' institutions. 
Lndcn;tanding service-learning fully and recogni1jn~ its pott'11tial for aRcncitos is t•sscnUal. 11ic tnt· 
ditional and perva.<ive pe"pective on voluntt-cring a.< a .. nice thin~ .. fur young people to do con-
strAins iLo; full apJllication a-; a new means of service dcli\'cry and education. Agencies need specific 
infom1ation on child and curricular development and on sup<.-nising youth in order to create cffec· 
th·c service-learning placcmcnK 
. , 
., 
Typic;IJyadults view youth as unable to conaribuae much to sodel)' until they are odults. A funrua-
mena.J shift musa ocrur, "nerein youth are 1re21ed as resources for the communi!)·, hming some-
lhing of value to conaribute to the agencies. This is not addressed merely by accepting their ph~si-
cal presence or by allowing them 10 perform rudimenaary aasks in an agency. Tasks musa be con-
sarucae<lllith saudents' developmenaal and educational needs in mind. And young people musa be 
tre2led as valued paraoers in the leadership and direction of the initiali\'e. 
Alliru<ks wilhin agencies about voluntf'ers can also make it difficuh to involve youth. When volun-
, ' leers Ill\! not essentialao the work of an organiZ3lion, or when their presence is perceived as a 
threat to paid workers, there is little chance that youth will be incorporated successfull)'. Young 
people pick up on such attirudes quickly and !mow when they are the "bottom rung" of volunteers. 
Involving youth in an agency does not need to sidetrack the limited time and attention agency staff 
have for their prinaary aasks. It can become an integral part of gelling lhings done. foUowing the 
principles for effective service-learning, the activities musa meet the needs of the agency and its 
clientele and the learning objectives of the young volunaeer. There are creative roles for young 
; · people ill agencies that can odvance dte mission of the organization. This is perhaps most obvious 
In senior-care seuings, where the interaction of young people with the residents can significandy 
suppon the therapeutic goals the organiZ3lion has for its clientele. 
SuccessfuUy lntegraling service and learning wiU take concened efforts throughout the fields of 
eduallion and human service delivery. The challenges to dtis melding are many, but cenainly noth-
ing thJI1 can't be overcome through effective coUaboralion berween the education and social-service 
worlds . 
.. 
' 
i. i Chuck Supple is the former Vice President for Youth and Education Outreach at The PolnL< of 
lt light Foundation. lie is currendy the Director of Nonprofit Outreach at the Corporation for 
National and Community Service . 
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Make A Difference 
Community-service projects are on the rise, 
and for students who participate, the experience 
can be the most powerful of their school career 
ive years ago, when 
Dav1d Hornbeck was 
~1aryland's commiS· 
51oner of education, he 
tried ro p<:rsuade state 
policymakers to re~ 
quire I 00 hours of commumry serv-
ICe :~r h1gh school graduation. The 
prOF·-Jsal was nor well recewed. 
Opponents couldn 'r line up fast 
enough to shoot ir down. There 
would be liability problems, they 
insisted. And it would rake rime 
away from important academic sub .. 
!CCts. What about transportation 
and finding enough placements! 
··The most vexing. most trusrranng, 
mosr maddening reaction... says 
Hornbeck, "was from those who 
said community service is for cnmi .. 
nals, a pod we don't want our children 
to be cnminals ... 
Community service was the only 
one oi several new graduation reD 
q uarements under consideration that 
year rhar didn't pass. Looking back 
now, Hornbeck laughs about it. "It 
wasn't even a fir topic for polite 
cocktail parry conversation, .. he says. 
A few months ago, Hornbeck was 
again extolling the virtUes of "servR 
ice leammg," as it is called. but this 
time he was addressing a crowd of 
500 educators and students tram 
about .!0 states. They were attending 
.1 ~onterence to learn how to tnmau: 
BY RENIE SCHAPIRO 
and eXpand community servicf: in· 
the schools. Hornbeck-now an at-
torney with the Washington, D.C., 
law firm of Hogan 6c Harrson-was 
the keynote speaker, and he couldn't 
have been received more warmlv. 
Sha~mg the podium with him we~e 
representatives from the White 
House and Congress. who came to 
voice their suppott ior youth service 
and ro discuss pending legislation 
that would give it a boost. 
Back in Maryland, atti.rudes have 
markedly changed. More than half 
the schools now have some kind of 
program, according ro Hornbeck. 
For the past rwo years, Kathleen 
Kennedy Townsend has been a con-
sultant ro the stare, helping establish-
voluntary-service programs in the 
schools. Clearly, youth service is no 
longer an impolite topic of conver· 
sauon. Says Townsend. "The dinner 
table conversation now is not only 
'How is your kid doing?' bur 'What 
is your kid doing as iar as commu-
nity service is concerned?" ·• 
After a decade that has been 
characterized as one of avarice and 
self-interest. it is not surprising that 
the idea of community service is 
gaining appeal. The push is coming 
irom a number of quatt~ts. includ-
ing the White House. PreSident Bush 
recently said. ··From now on, any 
deiimtion oi a successful life must 
include serving others ..• 
Although some reacners JnJ JJ· 
ministrators J.re wan· ot' Jm:o..::h 
involving schools in co~muntty .;c:n·· 
lee-fearing th.u it will be one mar~ 
Hadd-on" in an already overcrowded 
day-those who have tried it rvp1· 
cally are very enthusiastic. Savs D.1n 
Conrad. a social studies re.1dur wi'lo 
has required servtce pro,C"..:ts ror 
nearly 20 r,ears: ''(:Jmmunaty :icrv· 
iCe is what keeps me in edut.:.ltton. ·· 
ommun~t~· serv11.:c: 
has long been Jn 1n· 
tegral parr or the pro· 
gram at manv pn· 
vate schools. The 
burgeontng move· 
ment of the past few years •s to 
encourage-and in some tnstan..:cs 
to require-service 10 · the pubi11.: 
schools, as well. Students 10 kmder· 
gatten through 12th grade 10 mncr· 
city, suburban. and rural schools .1n: 
becommg involved. The programs 
range from the extracurncular. usu· 
ally under the auspices ot J servt~c: 
club, to the curricular. m whu.:h 
service is an integral part oi how 
subjects are taught. The lamr " 
considered the ideal by servh.:c· 
learning advocates. 
Between these two e:<tremc:s .1re 
several other common .Ipprn.h.:hc:s. 
In some places. ~tudents get '""c'i' t:J 
reorua"' : 39C 
"My Involvement .,.._. wfth Matt, a 10oy.., old boy 
with cerebral palay. Tile sct-c he attend• helcl a 
marathon and he needed a partner. 
I "Matt wu very depreaaed tflllt he had no one to walk 
j · with In the manrthon becauH he had lotten more than 
'
I $300 In pled, ... Hla dlse .. e mal<a It vtlf)' dlfftcutt for 
him to walk; six mila walked by Matt taka the -
amount of~ and sbe•\Cltl aslt would take a -.rial 
parson to walk 12 mil-. _.una; to his dOctor. 
"I received a call "'- Matt and he ae6ced me to walk 
with him. l.icreed and It turned out to be a VtlfY enjoyaille 
day. He lot tired a couple of times 110 I put him on my 
atoouldent for alltlte way. Tile look In tflllt lltlte boy'a •Y .. 
u he croSHd tiMI ftnlsh line wa worth more than the 
$300 he had Just earned In pled( ... 
"My Involvement taulht me tflllt I wa VtlfY able to help 
otlient and tflllt It nNI.Ity malca you feel lood wfMft a 
10oYear-old boy with a not very promlsinl future looks up 
at you and says, '11lanks. I couldn't have IIUICN It wm-t 
you.•" 
-Kevin Rice, 17 
rn "'<!f\'h,,.'t! .IS Jn t:"\!r.h...:~~· ..... ::.:r 
H\' .1nd re1..Ct\"t: .._.,:;.\ ... ~ •• :\J~~ •r ... ~.~:r 
toward the )~hooi·.., ''or" ;~,:~;~Hr~..·­
meftf·.· SC.tme""~h.-..cJ!' nit'c::r -llptu'n.tl 
;..uurs~..·~-~~rrc:n · .1 ... t,.._:.tC--... ruJil., 
..;[.lS')-tiut m..;iuJc: .1 ..,ornnnnnt\ . 
.,c:rvh.:e re~um:menc. .\ -.m.tt! l•ur 
~rowing: numC,cr or .. ._hunl.., .tnJ 
Jistn~rs Jre m.tnJJnn:.: ~r. Thl·,- ~~-­
l.lutre ..,cuJc:nrs ::o pur :n .\ .. :.:rr.11:1 
numher or hour" rH ... Clmmunu\ 
St'r\'h,:t: to ~rJJU.l(L' trom nn,:n 
s~honl. Jn .tppro .. h.:h m.\n\" rn\.lfl.; 
'i~hools rake:. 
lncreasmgl~. rh~ rhru'lt ''nor onh 
co encour::age srud~nrs to Jo 't.'f\ ,..,~,_. 
work. but Jiso co otter opponunHtt.·-. 
for retlecnon Jnd Jis~u:o,:o,um .tbnuc 
rhe experiences. Often-hm nor .II· 
way~-;rudenrs ~o mto the •. :c nn· 
muntty. Some .\~U·\'ltles Jn: ~.:l.t-.-.· 
room based: the home·c~onomt ..... 
class. tor example. tn whtch ..;cuJ~.:nt-. 
make b3by ..:lathes ior the roor, 
rather than ski res tor rhemsdH!'I, 
Although the calls tor ~ommunarv 
service Jre now ~.;"Omtng trom rhc: 
highest levels ot go,·ernmenr. ~r.1...-.~ 
roots groups have bt:en promttttn\! 
the idea for several years. ')c:,.:r.tl 
organizations.-..;~ch as Youth ':>t.·n·· 
ice America in Washingron. D. C .. 
the Thomas Jefferson Forum tn Bus· 
ton: the Constitutional Rights Foun-
dation in Los Angeles. Jnd the 
:-lanonal Youth Leade"hip Counctl 
in St. P::aul-have been tireless .1Jn,. 
cates tor ·srudent service. \X'orkm~ 
through reachercoordin.J.rors Jt tnJt· 
vidual schools. these groups hJ ,.c 
helped mvolve hundreds of thou. 
sands ot students sn ser.·h.:e. 
Gradually, the education estJhlt!!!h· 
ment nos pi<ked up on rh< 1JcJ. 
Major education studies. ;u~h .h rhc 
recent report on the middlt: ')~hool 
years, Turnmg Points: Prep.Jrtlll! 
Youth for tht 1 Ist Ceutm;:. h.l,·c..· 
endorsed !C. Prommenr eJUt.:Jmm 
organizations. like the Coun~d nr 
Chief State School Officers Jnd the 
Narional Association ot Sa.:unJ.1ry 
School Princ1pals, have os wdl. 
l.1St year, Minnesota bc:t:.1m~ rhc..· 
first state in the country co re14u1rc: .111 
irs public schools to otter some furtn 
ot servu.:e learmmz;. The sr.m: ~u.trJ 
oi educ;mon Jdop~ted the po\t,,;\· .. tnJ 
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the l.eg1siature !"'asseQ. a .measure. to 
help localmes iund ItS ·,mpiemcnta· 
non. Several orlilc scares and dis-
tricts ha\·e lau~ched . imtiat1ves to 
encourage ~e3chers and s.:hools to 
come up w1th servace -programs. 
Pennsvlvanta~ ior exampie. ere .. 
ated PennSER VE about rwo vears 
ago. One oi tts goais 1s to Integrate · 
serv1ce 1nto the schools. Sixty 
schools have Deen given small grancs 
co develop programs. Three dismccs 
in the state now requ1re servace; rwo 
ochers are expected to jotn them 
shortly. And in Philadelphia. all 28 
general-purpose high schools are 
engaged in a 1 0-year effort ro re· 
srrucrure rheir schools around three 
prmciples, one oi which is commu-
nitY strv1ce. That protect is receiving 
ma1or funding from the Pew .Y!emo· 
rtal Trust. 
Washington. D.C.-less than an 
hour away irom Hornbeck's fortner 
office in :'vlaryland-has adopted 
the mandarory school-service require-
ment rhat he had sought in that 
state. Approved last year, the require· 
ment wtll begin with the 1991-92 
school year. A handful of other 
urban school dismccs-Atlanca and 
Derroit among them-already have 
made service mandatory. 
And in many places, community 
servtce has been gathertng momen· 
tum from the ground up-often 
beginning with one reacher or one 
school. 
No nationwide figures are availa· 
ble on the number of schools or 
students now pamcipating in youth-
servtce programs. Sur Frank Slobig, 
director of Yourh Service America, 
estimates that between one million 
and rwo million students are in-
volved in active programs, most of 
them in high schools. YSA ts a 
national umbrella group for pro-
grams around the counrry. 
Soctal studies teacher Conrad is 
watdung all this acriviry with a 
slight sense of dejia vu. He made 
service a requirement for his stu-
dents at Hopkins High School in 
:'vlinnesota in the early 1970's. Then, 
as now, the push was co link educa· 
uon to soc1ery's needs. But~ he says, 
thts nme the mood is different. 
Twenty years ago. Conrad says, happen tn .any other .::Jss. ·· :-:c: ~..:1' 
che rationale was to maKe educauon .. They get a perspectl\"e on wno :::~\ 
more lively and interes:tng and ro . ·· arc, ~ ~ ne_w .understanding of rne 
encouroge students ro help solve- probloms of people in the commu. 
soctety·s problems. What a lot of nary, .1nd an ide.:~ that some:nm~ ..:J:; 
people are sa ring now. he notes ... ,s acruaily be cione and th.:J.t :he..- .:.m i'~: 
that we need to add serv1ce because one at chose who do~s somern:m:.·· 
it wiJI have a positive effect on the Over and over Jgam. students iJ\ 
students' values, chat they'll be less that thetr commun1ty serv1ce wJs tnt> 
narciSSIStic. less greedy ... He sums it mosc powerful expenence the.,. h.1.l 
up this way: "When we Started. the in high school, he sa>·s. 
kids were all right and the soctery 
was screwed up. Now we get the 
view that kids are screwed up and 
that the school and society are O.K." 
MoSt agree with Conrad that a 
concern about the values of today's 
youth is giving new life to commu-
nity service. ulf we are a ~nation at 
risk, • .. says Hornbeck, referring to 
rhe 1983 report decrying the aca· 
demic failure of our schools, "it is 
equally due to the fact thar we care 
too little for one another." Many of 
society's problemo-<lrugs, teenage 
pregnancy, AIDS-are issues of val· 
ues, he says. And the three institu-
tions that. transmit values-family, 
church, and school-are all falling 
short. "Schools c:an contribute to the 
education of the heart, not just the 
head," Hornbeck argues. 
But Hornbeck and ocher advo-
cates say the advantages of service 
learning go beyond making srudents 
more aluuisric. At a rime when 
schools must cope with alarrntng 
dropout rates and uninspired sru· 
dents, community service is also seen 
as an effective educanonal tool. 
Dan Conrad couldn ·r agree more. 
His sruderlts are required to work 
through local agencies four days a 
week, and then have writing assign· 
ments and class discusstons relating 
to rhetr experiences. Before he re· 
quired that kind of service in his 
elective class, he says, he didn't feel 
he was havtng any impact on his 
srudents. He recalls the frusrrarion 
of standing in front of a class rrying 
to teach them things they didn't care 
to learn. He doesn't feel that way 
any longer. 
uThe number one pay_off for me is 
seeing the real difference community 
service makes in the lives of the 
students-tn a way that doesn·c 
1rgmta Anderson 
shakes her heod. 
She IS th1nkm~ 
' back a coupie or· 
years to when she 
had 1 ust become 
prir1ctpal of Chestnut Jumor Ht~h 
in Springfield, :>tass. .~n 
annoyed administrator ac rhe retire· 
menr home next to rhe school .:Ji.led 
her to complatn that the Students 
were breaking down the homes 
fence. "Keep them oif our grass:· 
the caller demanded. 
Today, the srudents .at Chestnut 
still go over to the retirement home. 
bur their mission has changed. Lm 
year, Spanish class students taught 
the residents Spanish so they could 
communicate with Hispanic emplo~· 
ees at the home. Writtng students 
and some of the residents wrore 
about their childhood memortes and 
then got together to compare thetr 
expeflences and ·discuss the changes 
that have taken place over the vears. 
Students are ftequently at the reme· 
ment home pumng on a show oi 
some sort or just helping out. 
English reacher Howard Karzoifs 
students are among them. Last year. 
he took a group of his 9th graders. 
who had received failing grades ior 
the first marking period. and had 
them learn tongue twiSters and non· 
sense poerry ro perform for the 
senior citizens. "Because It was real, 
because rhey were going to periorm. 
the kids cohered as a class," he savs. 
A few forrnerly apathettc students 
emerged as leaders. One boy who 
lives with his grandmother and was 
comfortable with old people "shone 
as an emcee, •• Kaaoff recalls. 
Anderson says that the commu· 
ntty at large had also been homle to 
! 
"Todlly I did votante. work at Cry.tlll C.. Center, • 
Mille fw the eldelty. It w• .-y job to ...,uctpate at tile . 
tu..........,nc fair front 2 to 4:30. 
"I -tore~~ cMtttnc .... belnC ot ··ht - to t11111 
,..ld•nta. However, I wa quite dl8t:llltMid bJ tt1ooe wltll · 
Alzbolmor's. Tiley •- eo ·lr•!plo•• It Is a tw;lllll) bllll 
dl .. a .. , 811dl never know tbat It Is eo ovodl•...tac. 
. "McNit of the fiMII•uta-- excited to lr8Ye COIIIII if,· 
8lld that made- f..r 8Udld 8lld IPICIIII One NMIIIId 
........, Chudl 81111 lcfmc1d 'Ill IIIIa will II;'* -w .._.. 
no moN. At 4k30, I -sod tiNt rnld1nls bade to tlrolr 
-81111 title played pl.- fw tile r11ldaJis on floor two 
l""'t .. h 
·-' ;~~~--~. 
..... .. ;. 
untU7." 
rhe school when she rook the helm. 
The srudems. she says. were per-
ceived as extremely aggressive. But 
through a senes of community-
based proJectS a1med at helpmg stu· 
dentS get ro know rhett ne1ghbor: 
hood. a. new school-commumty rela-
nonsh•p developed. The srudenrs 
studied the various immigrant 
groups that have come to the inner-
city area around their school. They 
learned inrerv1ewmg skills and con: 
srructed oral hisrortes wuh rhe longv 
rime residents. They studied urban 
renewal. The project culmmared in a 
student-produced vtdeorape about 
Teacner Magaz,ne 
~he ne:gh~or:1.oo~ :~..1: :-:.1~ ~:: .. :::· ::..; 
htgh ;::"flLSC 1n :ne .;omm:.m:r\ 
The ser.,.1ce one:-tr.:won "":Js :,, . 
. rally changed riu: whoie '"mJt< ;n 
rh~ ·'IChool,"" Andenon '"''"'· ··\'(·, 
ha.,.e been able ro ..:re.uC J ..:: .. 11:~:--e 1t 
~anng. That .:Joesn'r mean we ..:on·: 
ha..,.e problems. bur k1ds Jre 2:er::n:.:: 
tn trouble iess. Chliciren Jre ~h~nKtn~ 
oi rhmgs dtiierenriy." v 
Anderson's s..:hool mmated :~e 
.:ommumty-serV1ce progrJms Jrtcr 
rhe Sprmgi1eld school dtsrncr de· 
ctded •. m 1987, that serv1ce leJrntn\!. 
would be mregrared mro the 'urrt..:\.;. 
lurri of all its schools. ··:-.tan.- reach· 
ers initially saw it 01s an acid-on." 
says Carol Kinsley. rhe former su· 
pervisor oi community-service leJrn · 
tng for the distncr and now J 
consultant to rhe school svsrem. She 
was convmced, she sa~·s. thar servtcc 
could be made an mregral parr oi the 
cumculum. Throughout rhe d1smct. 
teachers proved her rrghr. 
Ch1ldren ar :O.!arv 0. Porrenoer 
Elementary School: for exampie. 
wanted to plan and prepare several 
meals ior rhe homeless. A commu· 
nicy representative spoke to the chil-
dren about homelessness m Spnng· 
field. The teachers then iound wavs 
rhar the project could be mcorpo· 
rated into the academic program: 
The Jrd and 4th graders srud1ed 
nutrition and decided on a menu: .1 
math class calculated the quanrmes 
oi food and orher supplies rhJt 
would be needCd; a wrinng class 
wrote to businesses solic1tmg do· 
nations: and the lst and 2nd graders 
made centerpieces and place mars. 
Kinsley has served as a resource 
person, but individual schools have 
decided for themselves how ro brmg 
service leammg to their students . 
Each school developed a theme-the 
community programs at Anderson's 
junior high, for example. were an 
outgrowth of rhe theme, "Be a good 
neighbor." The service areas fell into 
several categories: environment; 
health and safery; the elderly; Citizen· 
ship: and hunger and homeless ness. 
Because projects reflect the creanv-
iry of individual teachers. students. 
and administrators. many divers~ 
ideas have emerged. "In Spnngi~eld. 
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Effective 
Programs: 
10 Principles 
Last \lay, the johnson 
Foundation m Racine. Wis .• 
convened a group oi people 
co develop guidelines · for 
servtce·learn.mg programs. 
The 10 principles enumer-
ated by the group took into 
account the views at more 
than 70 organizations inter· 
esred in service learning. 
They state that an effec-
tive program: 
• engages people in respons1· 
ble and challlllging aetions 
tor the common good; 
• provides structured oppor-
tunities for people to reflect 
critically on their service 
experience; 
• articulates clear service and 
learning goais for everyone 
involved; 
• allows for those with needs 
to deiine those needs: 
• clarifies the responsibili-
ties of each person and 
organization involved; 
• matches service providers 
and service needs through a 
process rhar recognizes 
changing circumstances; 
• expects genuine, active, 
and sustained organiza· 
tiona! commitment; 
• includes ttaining, supervi· 
sian, monitoring, support, 
recognition, and evaluation· 
ro meet service and learning 
goals; 
• ensures that the rime com-
micmenrfor service and learn-
ing is flexible, appropriate, 
and in rhe best interests of 
all involved; 
• is committed to pr.ogram 
participation by and with 
diverse populations. 
no cwo progrlms J.re ~he same. Jnd l 
thank the same woutd be true .1cross 
the co~ntry," says Kinsley. -~ . . 
; Not ·surpri.ingly. howevi:f.· the 
· same gener:J.l servace Jreas do emerge. 
~!any pro1eccs mvolve the elderlv. 
for example. In several places. stu· 
dents have ".1dopted'' senior catizens 
as gr•ndparencs. In the Issaquah 
school district in Washington. stu· 
dents use their comput~r keyboard-
ing class ro produce a newsletter for 
a nursing home. According ro jim 
Seibe.r, communiry--education coor· 
dinator for the distriCt, the srudenrs 
can't ger enough of it. "Once they 
see how much rhe seniors appreciate 
rhe work they're doing, rhe srudents 
demand ro do another one," he·says. 
"How· often do we ·have students 
demanding ro do schoolwork?" . 
Cross-age tutoring is another pop-
ular project in schools across the 
country. Some programs ream paten· 
rial high school dropouts with ele-
mentary srudena; impressive stu-
dent gains are consistently reponed. 
In September 1988. a San Antonio. 
Tex., program called "V.llued Youth 
Partnership" pur 95 potential drop-
ours from four junior high schools 
to work tutoring younger students. 
So far none have dropped out. Their 
attendance, discipline, self-concept, 
and reading scores have all im· 
proved, according to Merci Ramos 
of the Inrerculrural Development 
ResearchAssocianon, which has srud-
ied the program. An earlier project 
there produced similar results. 
Such ruroring programs "have 
been evaluated to dearh and rhey all 
say rhe same thing," says john 
Briscoe of PennSERVE. "Ready-to-
drop-our kids make superb rurors." 
One school in Pennsylvania linked 
dropout prevention and community 
service an another way. First, the 
school earmarked rhe 15 srudenrs ar 
the bottom of irs irh grade class. The 
following yoar. chose students spenr 
only half of oach school day in rhe 
classroom S[Udying· academac sub-
jeers. For the rest of the day, they 
worked on construction projects for 
che community. They built a learn· 
ing center ar the local zoo. for 
example. Twenty percent of those 
itudenrs sub'St!I.JUt":-H;\" ""':'":..:...;~ :.-:~­
honor roil. J~~ordmg ro Br:·h..llt'. 
_.Often sc_hooi pro1~ts J.re ~~uiorl'U 
to"SJ;ectfic loCal·nc-eds. An 1nJu:-.trt.ti· 
JrtS dass m \'G',lShul!?tun. :.1r :n. 
sc:~nce. worked \VIth J. lo~J.i :,n,r-1=.1; 
ro destgn .1nd build .1 whf!t:i..:hJ.Ir ~~~r 
Jn IS~monrh·old h.mdi~.1ppeli .. :·uiJ. 
Students trom J ..:1n~s ..:!.lss .H .in-
other Washington h 1g:h ...... :w11i 
helped a local immtgrotnr scutiv ~nr­
and pass-his cmzenshtp ex.1m . .--\nJ 
now under discussion 1n SeJ.cr!~ :' .1 
project that would hJ.\'e th~ i-lminll!\ 
class ar Cleveland High School. 
which has a large Asian popuiJtl<>n. 
work with the U.S. Enmonment.li 
Protection Agency to monttor rox1ns 
in aquatic life in the Puget SounJ. 
The idea for the proje'r a rose: i"-r: • 
\:ause of the EPA's concern chJ.t rhe 
quantity and types of sear·ooli irom 
the Sound eaten by the lo..:.1l \'ier· 
namese residents m3~· pose .1 heJich 
. hazard.lnaddirion to learntn~.t . .tb(>Ut 
marine life •nd sampling and meJ· 
suring techniques. the students 
would help educate rhelocal .:ommu· 
niry about sate eanng habns. 
Kate -"!cPherson. director oi Pro:· 
eet Service U.adership m WJshm~· 
ton, says such .projects nor onl~· 
make learning more meanangiui .tnd 
increase retention. but they Jlso 
"foster a higher level of chinktng. ·· 
The industrial-arts students. sh.:o 
notes, had to take the concepts r·rom 
their design class and then derermme 
whar kind of marer~al would he 
durable enough for the whed.:hJir 
and how to make it so H ..:oulJ 
expand as rhe child grows. The 
civics students not only had to knO\v 
<heir tacrs. bu< they also had co 
figure out how to communicate rht: 
concept of the Consrirunon to somt:· 
one unfamiliar with at. "When rhey 
are asked ro apply skills and iniormJ· 
don from the academic courses co 
real situations, rhey have ro usc 
problem-solving skills-it puts Jn 
application process into the learn1n!;{ 
curve," says McPherson. 
One of the mosr dram:J.tac c:x.Jm-
ples oi a school inregr:mng :.c:rv1~~ 
learning inro its educational mtssu1n 
is rhe Challenger :V!iddle School 'n 
Colorado Spnngs. Colo. Four \ ~.·.1r' 
"Recutly I ~ • ,.,ty far kldll at U. Harbor 
lnt.mdtlt Shetter far homal"a ,_,...... ••• ._ we 
.,..... tllkl~ PoWokl pbotoe oiU. ctlllciNa, tbey ·-
110 axcttecl. Mr. F...,., 1117 'Yoatll c--nltr lentce' 
and EnCI1811 tucher, pya us.,. Idea far -nextprofac:t. 
Moet ol the ~ COC!Id not atfonl ftba, .-ctl IMe 
cameraa. Thetr dll'*- - eowiiiC older, ... they 
would lane no ptNI r to rtMalllbrr t11em. 'Poverty 
--thM .... ol food .............. ~ lllr • ...., 
poUltlld out. ·-DOW_...._ a,. :fact te i .... IA te 
the abetter wttil ~to bike c• did illlabl..., 
pot balta ol918 *"*-to"" to....., ....... ta. 
"I havalra rd that ton:usu:ta paapta u-ld llafp the 
leu fottaa&. .... yasy aatlatitllf IMdiJq( Ill) ...... to 
people In SMad. YCS JefY8a - that ctnrca. I IMollava 
sinc .... ly that 1-~I dflfwiiiCI " 
ago. Challenger converted from a 
1 umor h1gh to a m1ddle school. and 
10 the process made communtty 
serv1ce .1 ccmerp1ece oi the new 
program. The proJect IS called 
-:-eacner \llal!,aztne 
HUGS5-for Helping Us Grow 
Through Service and Smile~.· 
Challenger's student body is di-
vided imo teams oi 50 to 100 
students, each wtth rwo to four 
I 
reachers. EJ..::, rr:Jm-,""~.lr:r:-..: ·~-~~~.·~ 
hke the ··Tubui.u Turr;~.· ... ·· ··onl~-:­
Ducks,". an.! "P.nk C"Jdl"cs'·-
Thouses · .rr ··le:i.St . o.ne \,.'om~unav 
agency to "Jdopr:· Throu~:thou: r:':t' 
)~han I ~·eJr. ~he\· pe!rr.orm ,c·. ;._~· 
pro,e~.:rs through thJt nr~Jmz.mon. 
~!embers at the ··\'(homh ·· rr:.1m. 
fOr e:'<dmple. hdp pr!!~..:huolt:~r., •n .1 
local progrJm for the JI.'Jt Jnd hi1nJ. 
The rel:uionshio hJs h~~n )tl ,u...:..:c.;). 
ful that sever;;\ spm-ort's h.t\·e Tl.'· 
suited: The h~armg-tmp.ur~J pnn..:L· 
pal of a h1gh school forth< J<Jr JnJ 
blind was invn·ed co ChJIIen\!er ro 
address the students: some )t~J~nr~ 
became so inrerested 10 su~mn~ .1s J 
result of his present:lnon · thJ~ rhco\ 
have asked to le;srn it: Jnd .1 ..:horu.-; 
reacher at Challenger arr.:m\!eJ tor 
7th grade deaf students t~ rc.1..:h 
chotr members to stgn a )ong · ..:.1 i ltJ 
"Love m ~lanv Languages.·· 
Last year. some students ·Je~tJtJ · 
they wan.ted more ~:ommuntr~· pn>J· 
ecrs. With guidance from .1 teJ..:her. 
they contacted loc.::al agenctes servm~ 
the hungry and homeless .. -'.iter re· 
searching the problem, chey workeJ 
in a soup kitchen and sponsur.'!J J 
food d11ve ar rhe school . 
Service work .. really does increJse 
self-esteem," says Elaine AnJrus. 
coordinator of rhe HUGSS program. 
''It makes them more eiiectt\'e l~arn· 
ers. and it gives them J s.:nse oi 
c:tring. Students become more roler· 
ant oi each other and more eJ~er ro 
help. And ir develops good relation< 
with the community.·· 
She adds a comment oiren heard 
among those involved wtth servt~t 
learning: "I don"t understa.nJ wh~ 
overybodv doesn ·c do 11. ·• 
espire the grow1ng 
mteresr 10 scon·H.:e 
learning. tts rucurt' 
in rhe s~hools 1s 
hardly assured. lr 
is nor thar Jdmm· 
isrrarors or teachers dispute wh;Jt 
can be achieved-both tor rhe -.;ru · 
dent and the communicy. Wh.1r puts 
irs future in quesnon ts more J 
matter of priorities. logastu.:s ... wJ 
cr:tdittonal restsrance to ~hJn~e. 
Hornbeck. the termer ..:ummL'>· 
':i1oner oi cduc.:luon _m _ .\l.arvl.wd. 
notes that .. the decibel levei or the 
debate has· dropped:: Since 1984, 
when h" proposal ·for rnandarorv 
':ierv1ce caused such Jn uproar. 
··Thc!re !':Js been a si.gmi!C.3nt drop 
tn tne numOer oi peopie who tlady 
oooose the :de:1~ ··he san. In tact. he 
Jcids. 1t mJy now be diiih.:uit to find 
an ourrtght opponc!nt oi school· 
servace programs. 
Bur rhe cosr oi paying program 
coordinators. concerns about liabii· 
1ty. and the current focus on improv· 
mg rest scores connnues to dampen 
enthusiasm in some quarters. Some· 
nmes. it"s just the typical inscitu· 
uonal resistance to change that 
stands m the way. ..The major 
op'ponent IS supenntendents' incr· 
rJa," says PennSERVE's Briscoe. 
"This IS really a proiound change in 
how we run our schools ... 
Lasr year, aiter rhe Washington, 
D.C .. school board approved the 
mandatory service requirement. The 
Washington Post ran an editorial 
quest1omng rhe decisiOn. Although 
It acknowledged rhe benefits oi serv-
. 1ce learning, the c:ditoi-ial went on to 
sav: "How will struggling pupils 
from less supportive families or stu-
dents who musr spend several hours 
Jt paying 10bs respond to this new 
raski ... It will take a major push to 
develop a pool of jobs, create con-
vement matches with the students, 
and watch over the process. It is not 
as though the schools were already 
periormlng their prlme-acadcmic-
funct1on wtth great success. •• 
Hornbeck is ready with responses 
to those and other jabs. On the 
question of working students, he 
Cites a study from a couple of years 
ago that found that fewer than 10 
percent of families depend on the 
income of students. Moreover, he 
emphaSizes. a 100-hour high school 
requirement amounts to less than 
rwo hours a week. 
He doesn't deny that setting up 
and monitoring placements involves 
extra work. but he has a story for 
those who think that finding enough 
placements mtght be difficult. It goes 
back to his days as commissioner in 
:VIarvland. when he was encouragmg 
supenntendents to deve!op ser.·1ce 
programs. A supenmendent m a 
fatrly rural area of the state thought 
there mtght not be enough work ior 
the students to do. A ~ear Iacer. :he 
supenntencient reported char w1th 
50 percent at h1s students tn commu· 
mry placements. more th3n 400 
servtce sloes were left :hat he 
couldn't iii!. 
But the Post editonal's ilnal 
pomt-that commumty serv1ce 
mtght ger in the way of a school's 
prime function-is the one that ad-
vociueS are most eager to rebut. 
They· argue that service learning, 
with its potential for teaching chil-
dren values and citizenship skills, 
should be viewed as being on a par 
with-not in competition with-t"he 
traditional academic subjects. 
.Moreover. many argue that the 
gains in self-esteem and school attend-
ance and the general improved atti-
tude toward school associated with 
some service programs boost learn-
ing in the academic subjectS, and 
even test scores. As one teacher puts 
it: "It just doesn't make sense to pit 
math and science agaanst community 
serv1ce. If the kid's not in school, 
how can he learn?" 
The surge of interest in student 
serv~ee in the 1970's faded away 
with only a few surviving programs 
to show for it. But many advocates 
say that the current concern about 
student values presages a brighter 
future for rhe school-service move-
ment rhis time. And while one 
educational trend-the effort to im-
prove test scores-may work against 
the movement in some quarters, 
another educational focus-restruc· 
tunng schools-may help it. In sev-
eral scares. service learning has been 
an important component of restruc-
turing effom. 
The enthUSiasm of those engaged 
in service projects has encouraged 
some skeptics to giVe it a try. But 
advocates acknowledge that educa-
tion leaders will have to make it clear 
that the values-education associated 
with service learning is fundamental 
to a school's miss1on before some 
students. teachers. and admintstra· 
tors wtll regard It as more than a 
i:-tii. \'(hat !S ..::-:::..:J •• SJ\) ~t•r:-:~t" ... _,, 
IS that me:l.Sures usee :0 ..i.),l.'l~ 
schools mcorporate go.1is J.sso~IJ.tc:u 
wtth·serv1ce leam1ng. 
:-\nci :hen. perria.ps. ~A·i":.:t:: ."':.!:'· 
peneci m Sprmgi1eid Lase ye:1:- '' 1.. :-t: 
less likely to oc.::Jr. \'G"hen .\lJss.1..:::u· 
sects was iorced to m.1Kc ~rasr;,; 
budge: .:urs 1n response :.1 J :.1 x· 
..:umng reie:-enciurn. iunatng ror ..:om· 
mun1tv serv1ce m 5onn£tte!IJ \\ JS 
one of the rhmgs to. go: .l..lthuu~n 
Sprmgiield has been ..:onsu.:icreci J 
model program-v1saed b" ;-ooim· 
cians and educators ahke-iuncitn~ 
for the supervisory posmon held b~· 
Kinsley was abolished. State iunds 
that had been used by schoois there 
and elsewhere in the scare co ?JY 
reachers who coordinate ser\'ICe pro· 
grams were also drastically reducec. 
Within the next several montns. 
Congress is expected to pass-vmri 
the Admimstratlon's blessmg-J 
youth-servtce bill rhat would pro· 
vide money ro encourage youth serv· 
ice through schools. 
But even wtth the added mone1· 
and support. advocates sa v the,· 
have a form1dable challenge Jhead. 
"What we must do." says Frank 
Slobig of Youth Service America. "IS 
promote the notion that k1ds J.re 
capable, that they can ser\·e and 
make a difference at an early age. so 
that it becomes part and parcel oi 
what growmg up means." :J 
For More 
Information 
The following organiza· 
tioru can provide additional 
information about servtce 
learning: 
National Youth Leadership 
Council 
1910 W. Counry Rd. B 
Roseville, MN 55113 
(612) 631-3672 or 
(800) 366-6952 
Youth Service America 
1319 F St., N.W. 
Washington. DC 20004 
1202) 783-8855 
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SERVICE-LEARNING: AN OPPORTUNITI' TO GO BEYOND BAND-AIDS 
catalina Boggio 
1 recently spoke with one of my friends, Marta, who, while in school in california, had a service-
learning opportunity to help feed the homeless. Marta spoke passionately of bringing groceries to 
hungry children, and of being able to use her bilingual abilities to communicate with Mexican fami-
lies. Her service-learning experience had afforded her the opponunity to become familiar with 
many of the inUicacies that surround the plight of the homeless. However, Marta also related that 
she soon becatue frustrated with her work because she realized she could "do this forever and it 
would never give these people homes and the ability to feed themselves." Marta's service-learning 
had taught her much about hunger and homelessness, but it had not given her a way to work for 
long-term solutions to the problem. 
Marta is not alone in the experience she describes. Hundreds of people providing service go 
through the same emotions and realizations. Providing service can be a wonderfully fulfilling and 
educational experience, but if service work isn't combined with addressing the root causes of prob-
lems, it will more than likely be lacking in long-term effectiveness. Service-learning must therefore 
teach two lessons: how to address the immediate needs of our society; and how to create and 
implement long-term solutions to the problems that cause those immediate needs. 
Marta's work with the homeless inspired her to address the causes that lie at the core of homeless-
ness. She is now working at an econontic community development center, trying to break down 
the barriers that keep struggling families from attalning affordable housing. Through the center 
she advocates for the homeless, promoting housing projects that would provide low-rent apart-
ments for the poor. Increasing the amount of sustainable housing is one way of combating the root 
causes of homelessness. In addition to meeting immediate needs, Marta is also working to find 
long-term solutions to the problem. 
like Marta, Henry is a young person who has benefiued from service-learning. His particular· focus 
is environmental racism - the dumping of waste in poor or minority communities. Henry has 
gone into these communities and learned through his cleanup efforts there. He recognizes the 
value of cleanups, but he also realizes that he "could go out to RFK (an area where extensive envi· 
ronmental racism occurs) and clean up every week. and it would still be a band-aid approach." 
While cleaning up waste alter it has been dumped is necessary and a valuable experience in itself, a 
more effective service-learning oppo11Unity would combine environmental cleanup with exploring 
ways to prevent the dumping from occurring altogether. 
Henry is currently working with an organization that travels to various universities, teaching advo-
cacy skills to young environmentalists so they can work to solve the root causes of environmental 
problems. By teaching students how to examine causation, Henry is ensuring that their work will 
not be lintited to service, but will go beyond that to find more lasting resolutions to environmental 
problems. 
Through service-learning, both Henry and Marta have gained helpful knowledge on alleviating com· 
munity needs. While the experiences were valuable, they both realized that these service-learning 
experiences, no maHer how beneficial, were still only short-term answers to more complicated 
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dilemmas. The service-learning acti,ities would have been much more effective had they included 
opportunities to ·explore long-range solutions for the larger social problems. 
I myself have had service-learning experiences similar to Marta's and llenry's. While attending col-
lege in North Carolina, I had the opportunity to volunteer at a shelter for banered women. I gained 
e>1ensive knowledge about the issues involved in wife-battering. However, I soon began to realize 
that my work focused entirely on treaunent, without any anention to prevention. By spending all 
my time attending to the immecliate needs of battered women, I had ignored the greater social and 
legal factors that allow battering to occur in the first place. I began to actively search for solutions 
to the root causes of battering. This is not an easy task, nor does it grant the inunediate gratifica-
tion that more traditional service opportunities present. What it does provide, however, is the 
opportunity to seek out a more long-term solution that addresses the causal factors of the problem, 
rather than a quick-fix approach that tends to treat only the symptoms of the disease. 
I am currently working at the Advocacy Institute (AI), which teaches citizens methods for address-
ing the root causes of social problems. AI has worked with community agencies, policymakers, 
young people, and a variety of other groups to promote and provide the strategies needed to assess 
and attack the sources of social problems. Through these efforts, we have provided hundreds of 
people with the skills necessary to bring about effective social change. These lessons have facilitat-
ed service-leartting that goes beyond Band-Aids to focus on uncovering the core factors of many of 
today's most pressing problems. 
Service-learning in education reform has the potential to develop and train future leaders to create 
significant social change. The best way to ensure that this potential is realized is to design service-
learning experiences that combine short-term service activities with the search for more lasting, 
· long-term solutions. H service learning focuses only on service and short-term solutions, then it 
won '!teach our future leaders to solve the nation's problems. 
Catalina M. Bioggio is a program associate for the Leadership Development Program at the 
Advocacy Institute (AI) in Washington, DC. A recent graduate of Duke University, Ms. Boggio is 
working at AI through the DC Public Allies Apprenticeship Prognun. 
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Service Learning and Curriculum 
Transfusion 
By Irving H. Buchen 
I Seryice learning need not be a short-term program. It can exhibit develop· mental stages that parallel and feed into paHerns of academic growth. 
N ewcomers to service learning, caught up by its initial suc-cesses, are frequently not aware that service learning is capable, with appropriate long-term structuring, of 
exhibiting developmental stages that feed into patterns of aca-
demic growth. 
Developmental Stages 
Failing to recognize the existence and power of those stages not 
only impoverishes or limits the substance of service learning, but 
prevents it from achieving significant relations to subject matter. 
Indeed, one of the gifts that service learning provides to aca· 
demics is an urgent, motivated, and focused energy that imparts 
to curriculum a motivation that more resembles the effect of 
transfusion than infusion. 
lroing H. Buchen is director of inuructional relations, Institute for Advanced Srudks, 
mM~n University, Nat,les, Fla. 
'·· 
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There are at least six major stages 
of development that structure a stu-
dent's changing relationship to learn-
ing through service: 
I. Need to be needed 
Z. Need to know 
3. Need to know more 
4. Need to understand why 
5. Need to know what can be 
changed 
6. Need to integrate action and 
knowledge to develop strategies for 
change. 
Each stage is anchored in the 
present and the real, but some stages 
may have additional time dimensions. 
Thus, while the first two stages 
remain in the present, the next two 
involve the past, and the last two are 
integrative. They add the prospect of 
the future to the fusion of the past 
and the present, and thus complete 
the circle by returning to action or 
doing. Examining each stage in some 
detail helps us to explore the interac-
tion between experiential and aca-
demic learning. 
I. Need to be needed. 
The difference between the experi-
ence of learning and learning itself is 
the difference between the experien-
tial and the academic process. Take 
the example of working with senior 
citizens. In an experiential introduc-
tion, studerlts go to a senior citizens 
center. They might never have seen so 
many old people together in one place. 
The students may be in the minority. 
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The smells and sights may be ini-
tially bewildering. Many will not like 
what they see-aging can be 
unattractive-but they also begin ro 
engage the personalities. They will 
discover senior citizens who are 
bright and outgoing, others who are 
sick and depressed. 
The students become parr of the 
"busyness" of the center and the next 
thing they know they are dancing or 
doing calisthenics and perhaps 
breathing more heavily than their 
aged counterparts! They leave not 
understanding all they have experi-
enced but ready to discover what 
they observed and felt. 
The difference between 
the experience of learning 
and learning itself is the 
difference between the 
experiential and the aca-
demic process. 
Contrast this with a totally aca-
demic learning situation. Students are 
asked to define senior citizens. They 
search their brains. They may have 
grandparents, but the teacher has 
requested a group definition and that 
requires higher levels of generality 
and abstraction. 
They mix stereotypes with facts 
and produce a definition of a class of 
people who constitute 19 percent of 
the total population, but consume 64 
percent of Social Security funds and, 
in their later years, 85 percent of 
medical support (and are thus seen 
largely as a problem and rarely as a 
resource). 
Learning in the classroom is 
approached from the outside; the vis-
it to the center approaches learning 
from the inside. In service learning 
one does not have to choose; one can 
have and integrate both. 
Reflection can bring to 
tho surface key reactions 
and feelings, but also 
structure the passage 
from the experiential to 
the academic. 
The advantage of starting with the 
experiential is motivation-the entry 
point involves the satisfaction of 
being needed. In later stages students 
may discover how much more they 
are needed, especially if and when 
they become more knowledgeable. 
Reflection can bring to the surface 
key reactions and feelings, but also 
structure the passage from the experi .. 
entia! to the academic. Indeed, what 
was just presented as two unrelated 
experiences can be linked and the 
experience of learning can lead to the 
traditional kinds of definitions and 
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classifications characteristic of aca .. 
demic inquiry. This time the academic 
exercise might take a different form. 
To supplement the demographic 
figure of 19 percent, for example, stu· 
dents might ask: "How many senior 
citizen centers are there in our townl 
Who runs them? How are they sup· 
ported?" They may also question the 
nature of Social Security support: 
"How much do they receive? What 
determines that? Is that enough to 
live on?" They even may plan to ask 
the seniors these questions. 
Finally, the question of medical 
costs might lead into how active 
these seniors are and whether exer .. 
cise programs have a preventive 
effect. In short, the definition process 
would expand to include both the 
experiential and the academic. 
The experiential would anchor 
inquiry in the real, and deal with real 
people; the academic would move 
toward classification and generaliza· 
tion. With both contributing, the real 
world would be anchored in fact and 
precision, and generalizations would 
have substantial content. 
2. Need to know. 
Once the experiential base is 
secure, it establishes a recurrent 
source of validation; that is, the aca· 
Jemie is always tasked by the experi-
ential to minister to reality and not to 
be self-indulgently distant or abstract. 
Similarly, the academic relies on the 
experiential and compels it to be 
more informed and self-critical about 
its relationships. The result is a circu-
lar process that moves from feeling to 
fact, from experience to inquiry. 
In this second stage, the need to 
know establishes the process firmly as 
a pattern of permanent growth and 
inquiry development. At this point 
the need to know becomes more 
focused because the student is both 
experience-rich and information-
poor. The questions prompted by the 
experience are more inclusive than 
the knowledge base. 
Now the student turns to the aca-
demic with a kind of urgency that can 
set learning ablaze. What is the 
nature of the biological process of 
aging? When does it start/ What 
forms does it take? What can be 
done, if anything, to arrest or slow the 
process? What is the psychology of 
aging? What are the psychosomatic 
relationships? 
Although at this point the ques-
tions may be too big to be manage-
able, they serve to stir a creative ten-
sion between macro and micro 
considerations. 
3. Need to know more. 
As students continu~ to develop 
their relationships with specific 
seniors, their need to know becomes 
more comprehensive. 
At this point they become practi· 
cal. They want to know how they can 
better minister to individuals and 
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enhance the relationships that are 
being built. They become more open 
to reading articles and books and 
become more self-directed. They may 
want to know more about past pat-
terns. This stage may go on for a very 
long time, even a lifetime, but the 
links between present and past are 
permanently forged. 
4. Need to understand why. 
Some students will discover a need 
to go further and trace the origins of 
the problem. For that the students 
need history, but also-and here is the 
quantum jump--theory. In many ways 
this is the most advanced intellectual 
stage and, if pursued, can lead to a 
career choice as a researcher-or. prac~ 
titioner. Such later projects prepare 
for the more future oriented stages. 
5. Need to know what can be 
changed. 
The experiential base is now a lab 
for testing various applications or new 
designs and approaches. A problem-
solving format emerges as the domi-
.. nant methodology that seeks to com-
bine the. experiential and the 
academic. There is no time to prefer 
one form of knowing to the other; 
both are pressed into service. 
The solution to a problem is incor-
porated into the need and desire to 
produce a larger social design and 
even a new paradigm of social inter-
vention. The students return to the 
earlier holistic questions, only now 
I 
I 
I 
I 
they are better equipped to wrestle 
with their size and compl~xity. 
6. Need to integrate action and know/- · 
edge to develop strategies for change. 
Finally, we turn to the experiential 
base, where the focus has become 
how to make change happen. This is 
the realm of social policy change. The 
final component is characterized by 
action, as befits the service learning 
commitment to experiential service. 
Students fuse what they have learned 
from working in a community en vi .. 
ronment with what they have 
acquired from academic sources. The 
test of the integration will be the 
sriundness of the new social design 
and their ability to convince those in 
power that what they are proposing is 
based in reality and intelligence. 
Students fuse what they 
have learned from working 
in a community environ· 
ment with what they have 
acquired from academic 
sources. 
Conclusions 
This taxonomy of hierarchical learn .. 
ing developments is neither prescrip· 
tive nor sequentially infallible. It may 
not occur in exactly this way. It may 
go far beyond high school. It is criti-
cal for facilitators of service learning 
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to be aware that there is more to the 
process than exposure and feeling 
good about making a difference. 
There are emotional and intellec· 
tual developments that are both 
ennobling and enriching. Producing a 
perhaps ideal hierarchy calls the facil-
itator's attention to detecting signs of 
the students' interest, their need for 
more information and knowledge, 
and for higher levels of thinking and 
comprehending. 
There is no reason students in 
middle level and high schools 
should not be given the opportunity 
to become interns and researchers, 
even though these roles are general· 
ly reserved for students with higher 
levels of education. Each stage is 
capable of sustaining different levels 
or orders of complexity, ranging 
from the basic to the advanced. 
Above all, recognizing the develop· 
mental possibilities of service learn· 
ing is one of the key avenues to cur-
riculum relationships. 
Indeed, one could claim that 
experiential infusion through the 
service experience may be a form of 
curriculum transfusion bringing new 
urgency and reality to an academic 
discipline. What subject matter 
could not benefit from posing global 
questions, questioning existing 
paradigms, and exploring what new 
social interventions can be designed 
and introduced! -B 
,.; 
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rental Involveme)1t: 
A \Key to Success&fl Schools 
S cho s appear to ho three viewpoints on the topic of par tal involvement: - -I. e want parental invo ement. 
2. We do t want parental involvem t. 
3. We "' nt parental involvement onl 
t e are two main reasons for encOuraging pa tal involvement: I. upportive parental involvement increases the robability that stu-d nts will succeed academically. Supportive involve nt is stressed here 
cause pressure can lead to conllict and counterprodu · ve behavior. 
Girard Coulombe, retired, twiS assUrant frrincipal wulj,rincilKJt in Connectk\t .st:ltools for almos1 30 'ean. 
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W A S H N G N S T A T E 
Ca111pus ~Co111pact 
SERVICE-LEARNING 
K-12 Curriculum and Resources 
A set of curriculum and resources developed by the Washington 
State Campus Compact in collaboration with Project Servi~e 
Leadership to assist K-12 educators to develop and/ or enhance 
service-learning in their schools. · 
Service-learning is an effective method to engage students in 
learning while meeting community needs. As students augment 
their academic skills through service-learning, they are provided 
quality opportunities to increase self-esteem, social skills, citizenship, 
and career orientations. 
Service-learning has also proven to be an effective strategy to 
employ education reform and restructuring. 
Please feel free to contact Terry Pickeral, Director, Washington 
State Campus Compact (address and phone number below) for 
further information and/ or to submit other curriculum and 
resources. 
Thank you for your interest in service-learning. 
February 5, 1994 
MS-9044. 8ellingham, Washington 98225-9044 0 (360) 650-7312 0 Fax (360) 650-6895 
An Equal Opportunity University 
W A S H N G N S T A T E 
SERVICE-LEARNING 
K-12 CURRICULUM AND RESOURCES 
Curriculum: 
Learning Through Service:. Ideas from the Field. Service Learning 
2000. Service Learning 2000, 50 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 
94301. 415-322-7271. 
A booklet developed by a collaborative partnership to spark new 
thinking on implementation of service learning into K-12 curriculum. 
Nineteen pages of ideas, projects and overviews of service learning. 
. . . 
Booklets are avru.lable at above address for $3.00. 
The Kid's Guide to Social Action:.How to Solve the Social Problems 
You Choose - and Tum Creative Thinking into Positive Action. Barbara 
A. Lewis. Free Spirit Publishing, Minneapolis, MN. 612-338-2068. 
" ... can help you transform your creative thinking into actions that 
make a difference in your neighborhood, your town or city, your state, 
your country, and your world." Over 180 pages of resources, tools and 
profiles to assist in developing/enhancing service learning programs. 
About $17.00. 
Learning By Serving: 2,000 Ideas for Service-Learning Projects. 
· Hot Topics: Usable Research. NEFEC/SERVE, Palatka, FL 32177. 
Overview and examples of the integration of service into student 
instruction and learning. Over 100 pages of ideas and resources; $7.00 per 
copy. 
Route to Reform: K-8 Service-Learning Curriculum Ideas. National 
Youth Leadership Council (NYLC), 11910 West County Road B, St. Paul, 
MN 55113. 612-631-3672. 
MS-9044. Bellingham. washington 98225-9044 0 (360) 650-7312 0 Fax (360) 650-6895 
An Equal Opportunity University 
Curriculum resources from Generator Schools for integrating 
service into K-8 curriculum. Over 125 pages of ideas and resources for 
$15.00. 
Elucidation: Profiles to Understand the Role of Student Service in 
School Improvement A Project of StarServe. 701 Santa Monica 
Boulevard, Suite 220, Santa Monica, CA 90401. 
Comprehensive review of four schools' efforts to utilize service-
learning for school improvement. 64 pages available through StarServe 
and Points of Light Foundation. 
Agnatic: Project Wild. Aquatic Education Activity guide Project 
Wild, P. 0. Box 18060, Boulder, CO 80308-8060. 303-444-2390. 
Project Wild instructional materials for easy integration into school 
subject and skill areas - especially science, social studies, language arts, 
mathematics and art - so that classroom teachers may use the materials as a 
means by which to teach concepts and skills. Emphasizes teaching about 
people, wildlife and the environment. Over 200 pages of projects. 
Project Wild: Wild School Sites. A Guide to Preparing for Habitat 
Improvement Projects on School Grounds. WREEC 4014 Chatham Lane, 
Houston, TX 77027. 713-622-7411. 
A 58 page booklet providing information on strategies for 
implementing effective programs to improve communities for individuals 
and wildlife - focusing on school grounds. 
Resources: 
Effective Learning Effective Teaching Effective Service: Voices 
From the Field on Improving Education Through Service-Learning. 
Youth Service America and American Youth Policy Forum. Youth Service 
America, 1101 15th Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, DC 20005. 202-
296-2992. Sixty-five pages, $5.00 per copy. 
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The Adventure of Adolescence: Middle School Students and 
Community Service. Catherine A. Rolzinski. Youth Service America, 
Washington, DC. 140 pages of infonnation and program profiles. 
A How to Guide to Reflection: Adding Cognitive Learning to 
Community Service Programs. Harry C. Silcox. Brighton Press Inc, 64 
Lempa Road, Holland, PA 18966. This 127 page book explores the 
service-learning movement and the use of reflective teaching as a crucial 
component to blending experience with schools curriculum. $12 per copy. 
The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action. 
Donald A. Schon. Basic Books. 
At-Risk Students and School Restructuring. Edited by Keith M. 
Kershner and John A. Connolly. Research for Better Schools, 444 North 
Third Street, Philadelphia, PA 19123. 
Organizations: 
Project Service Leadership. Kate McPherson, 12703 NW 20th, 
Vancouver, WA 98685. 360-576-5070. Provides resources, workshops 
and training on integrating service-learning into K-12 curriculum and 
education restructuring. 
National Youth Leadership Council (NYLC), 11910 West County 
·Road B, St. Paul, MN 55113. 612-631-3672. 
Washington State Campus Compact. Terry Pickeral, MS 9044, 
Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA 98225. 360-650-7312. 
A coalition of higher education institutions providing resources, technical 
assistance and training on service and service-learning. 
---- ----------------······· 
1994 Bibliography of K-12 Service-Learning 
Curricula & Leadership Development Resources 
Distributed by 
Project Service Leadership 
12703 NW 20th Ave, Vancouver WA 98685. 
#206/576-5070 or 576-5069. 
General Resources: 
Growing Hope: James Kielsmeier & Rich Willits,.eds. Broad view of the philosophy 
and practices of service-learning; Helpful to teachers, administrators and district 
coordinators responsible for developing policies and practices. National Youth Leadership 
Council, 1910 W. County Rd. B, St. Paul, MN 55113-1337. $25. 
It's Our World. Too!: Stories of Young People Who Are Making a 
Difference: Philip Hoose. Joy Street Books, Little Brown and Co., Boston. $12.95. 
Kid Stories: Biographies of 20 Young People You'd Like to KnoW: Jim 
DeLisle. Free Spirit Publishing, Inc, 400 First Ave. North, Suite 616, Minneapolis, MN, 
55401. (612) 338-2068. $9.95. . . 
Kids With Courage: 'frue Stories of Kids Who Are Making a Difference: 
Barbara A. Lewis. Free Spirit Publishing, Inc, 400 First Ave. North, Suite 616, 
Minneapolis, MN, 55401. (612) 338-2068. $10.95. 
Leadership That Matters: The Association of Washington School Principals and Kate 
McPherson. A guide for ASB and Service Club Officers and Advisors. Available for $3 
from the Association of Washington School Principals, 1021 8th Ave. S.E;, Olympia, 
WA, 98501-1500. 
Learning Through Service: Kate McPherson. This guide will help teachers and 
community advisors to more effectively facilitate discussions and reflective activities. 
Practical examples. Project Service Leadership, 12703 N.W. 20th Ave., Vancouver, WA 
98685. $5.50 + Postage, payable to the School Improvement Project. 
The National Indian Youth Leadership Model: A Manual for Program 
Leaders: McClellan Hall. Specific guideleines for developing an effective youth 
leadership service program for Native Youth. A fascinating discussion of the traditional 
roots of service. National Youth Leadership Council, 1910 W. County Rd. B., St. Paul, 
MN 55113-1337. 
No Kiddinl! Around: This informative handbook outlines a step-by-step process that 
begins with information gathering and ends with social action and change. It includes a 
wealth of specific resource information. Activism 2000 Project, Information USA, Inc., 
PO Box E, Kensington, MD 20895. (301) 942-6303 or 800-955-POWER. $18.95 plus 
$4.00 shipping and handling. 
Principles of Good Practice: A special Wingspread report from the Johnson 
Foundation, outlining the principles of a quality service-learning program. Provides 
examples of projects. The Johnson Foundation, Inc., 33 East Four Mile Road, Racine, WI 
53401-0547. (414) 681-3344. No charge. 
i 
Giraffe Project, Standing Thll. Grades I 0-12: Activities which can be used by a 
classroom or club that teach the steps of powerful social action. It includes the stories of 
Giraffes, people who stick their neck out to help the community. Each kit comes with 10 
copies of The Giraffe Project, A Guide to Effective Community Service and Soda/Action. 
To purchase the kit, please send $95 to C.H.E.F., attn: order processing, 22323 Pacific 
Hwy South, Seattle, WA 98198, 1-800-323-2433 or FAX to: 206/824-3072. 
High School Curriculum: Maryland Student Service Alliance. A course curriculum 
which includes units on aging, disabilities, homelessness, and environment. Maryland 
State Department of Education, 200 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, MD 21201. (301) 
333-2427. $20.00. 
Making a Difference: A student guide to planning a service project. Includes projeet 
. definition, time management, phone call techniques etc. $3.00 payable to the Washington 
Leadership Institute, 310 Campion Tower, Seattle University, Seattle,WA 98122. (206) 
296-5630 .. 
National Issues Forums: Several titles: Remedies for Racial lnequality,The Trade 
Gap, People and Politics, etc. $2.95 for each book. Kendall/Hunt Publishing. For 
information:1-800-258-5622. Direct Ordering 1-800-338-5578. , ' 
Project YES High School Curriculum: A three-semesterservice-leamingcurriculum 
for high school classes, focusing on the classroom, school and community. Each of the 
three sections focuses on leadership. East Bay Conservation Corps, 1021 Third Street, 
Oakland, CA 94607. (510) 891-3900. 
Technical Assistance for High School Educators: Information, referrals, printed 
and audio materials available by phone and mail to schools that are in the beginning stages 
of developing progrants, or at critical junctures in integrating service into the curriculum. 
One free packet of information available to high school educators on selected topics. 
Contact: Barb Baker, National Society for Experimental Education, 3509 Haworth Drive, 
Suite 207, Raleigh, North Carolina 27609-7229. (919) 787-3263. 
' 
Teen Power!: A down-to-earth guide for developing a teen volunteer program. Volunteer 
Centre of Metropolitan Thronto, 344 Bloor Street W. #207, Toronto, Ontario M5S 3A 7. 
(416) 961-6888.$9.95 + 3.50 handling and postage. 
Middle School: 
Adventure of Adolescence: Catherine A. Rolzinski. Explores the experiences of 
seven middle school youth service programs. Make checks payable to Youth Service 
America, 1319 F Street NW, Suite 900, Washington D.C. 20004. $14.00 
Changing the Odds. Anne Lewis: This narrative looks at five urban districts around the 
U.S. that accepted a challenge from the Clark initiative. The Clark initiative encouraged 
districts to develop an overall vision for middle grades reform by requiring follow-up plans 
at each stage of grant renewal. What resulted was a more informed knowledge base about 
urban school change that helped shape districts' long-range plans for middle schools. 
Order your free copy by calling The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation at (212) 551-
9100. 
-------------. 
International, 537 Jones RoHd, P.O. Box 566, Granville, OH 43023-0566; Phone: 
800/446-2700, Fax: 614-522-6580. 
Teens, Crime. and the Community: National Institute for Citizen Education. West 
Publishing Co., Student text (M7B, $13.50). Teacher's Guide (M7C, $18.00) Contact: 
West Publications at 1-800-328-9378. 
VYTAL (Volunteer Youth TI-aining & Leadership): A comprehensive collection of 
activities which enable students-to see the value of service and develop specific service 
action plans. Manual available from the Greater Pittsburgh Campfire, PA 15212. 
( 412) 684-3 770. $25. 
Elementary: 
Elementary School Curriculum: Service-learning framework for elementary school 
students. Includes preparation, action, and reflection lesson plans for projects, resources 
and skill building activites. Maryland Student Service Alliance, 299 W. Baltimore, MD 
21201. (410) 333-2427. $20. 
Giraffe Project Standing Tall, Grades K-5: Includes activities which can be used 
by a classroom or club which teach the steps of powerful social action. It includes the 
stories of Giraffes, people who stick their neck out to help the community. Send:$95 to 
C.H.E.F., attn: order processing, 22323 Pacific Hwy South, Seattle, WA 98198, or 
FAX to: 206/824-3072. 
Skills for Growing.A comprehensive health and life skills curriclum which includes a 
strong community service component. Quest International, 1-800-837-2801. Resources 
available only with training. 
Whole Learning Through Service: Carol W. Kinsley. Filled with practical unit plans 
which integrate math, science, language arts, social studies and creative arts around service 
themes. Themes include environment, generations, community, and homelessness. 
Community Service Learning Center , 258 Washington Blvd., Springfield, MA 01108. 
$25, payable to the Springfield Public Schools. 
Special Education: 
Special Education Curriculum. Maryland State Department of Education, 200 West 
Baltimore St., Baltimore, MD 21201. (301) 333-2427.$12.50 payable to Maryland 
Student Service Alliance. 
Peer Assistance: 
Becoming a Friendly Helper: A Handbook for Student Facilitators . Robert D. 
Myrick & Robert P. Bowman. Educational Media Corporation, PO Box 21311, 
Minneapolis, MN 55421. 
Youth Helping Youth: A Handbook for TI-aining Peer Facilitators Robert D. 
Myrick & Tom Erney. Educational Media Corporation, PO Box 21311, Minneapolis, MN 
55421. 
Connections: Service Learning in the Middle Grades: A collection of case 
studies and brief descriptions of youth community service. Includes rationale for 
community service involving young adolescents, suggestions and caveats from 
practitioners and young people based upon "hands on" experience, recommendations for 
policy related to youth service, and a resource list. $15. National Center for Service 
Learning in Early Adolescence, Center for Advanci:d Study in Education, Graduate School 
and University Center of the City University of New York, 25 West 43rd St., Suite 612, 
New York, New York 10036-8099. (212)642-2946. 
Girrafe Project Standing Tall, Grades 6-9. A multi-media kit of materials for 
devleoring reasoning, thinking and decision-making skills; further empathy for other 
peoples nei:ds and feelings; demonstrate an awareness of community--local, national and 
global; application of learned skills to a real-life.situation, and other specific objectives. 
Send $95 to C.H.E.F., attn: order processing, 22323 Pacific Hwy South, Seattle, WA 
98198, or FAX to: 206/824-3072. 
The Kids' Guide to Hunger: Tucson Unified School District Middle School Team. 
A 7th grade unit that integrates science, social studies, and community service. It "models" 
essential ocmponents of comuity service learning projects: integrated curriculum, hands-on 
learning, outside resource peole, field trips, and assessment. The overall themes of "The 
Kids' Guide to Hunger" are sources and distribution of food. The major teaching 
acitivities are listed under each lesson and reflect a two to nine week unit. 169 pages. 
Th order: Send your name, address, and $20.00 (S&H included) to: Thcson Unified 
School District, Pamer in Ed. Dev., 1010 E. lOth St., Thcson, AZ 85719, or FAX to: 
602/882-2479. Make check payable to: Educational Enrichment· Foundation. 
Kid's Guide to Social Action: Barbara A. Lewis. Classroom activities on how to 
solve social problems and turn creative thinking into positive action. Free Spirit Publishing, 
400 First Avenue North, Suitll616, Minneapolis, MN 55401-1724. 1-800-735-7323. 
$14.95+ 3.25 handling. 
Learning Bv Giving: This K-8 Curriculum Guide includes a rich variety of examples 
and resource materials. Integrated and course specific models are included. National Youth 
Leadership Council, 1910 W. County Rd. B., St. Paul, MN 55113-1337. Cost is $45. · 
Middle School Curriculum: Service-learning framework for middle school students. 
Includes preparation, action, and reflection lesson plans for projects, resources and skill-
building activities. Maryland Student Service Alliance, 200 W. Baltimore Street, 
Baltimore, MD 21201. (410) 333-2427. $20. (Updated version in progress) 
Our Only Earth: A Curriculum for Global Problemsolving: This integrated 
curriculum explores real-life issues, culminating in a Summit at which students seek 
solutions to global problems and create action plans. $19.95 each. Zephyr Press 1-800-
350-0851. 
Skills for Adolescence: A comprehensive health and life skills curriculum which 
includes a strong community service component. Quest International, 1-800-837-2801. 
Resources available only with training. Trainings are available in 40 states --one day 
group rate (6-8 hours): $1,800. Materials available include (cost is an example for 31-
1,000 students): Student Book, Changes and Challenges, $4.50 each; Parent Book, The 
Surprising Years, $6.40 each; Parent Meetings Guide, Supporting Young Adolescents, 
$15.00 each; Curriculum Set (for trained individuals only), $35.00 or Free (call for more 
information). For more information on workshop options, call or write: Quest 
Reflection: 
A How to' Guide to REFLECI'ION. Harry Silcox: This hook explores the new 
service-learning movement, and the use of reflective teaching as a crucial component to 
blending experience with school curriculums. Brighton Press Inc, 64 Lempa Rd, Holland, 
PA, 18966. $12. 
Reflection: The Key to Service Learning: Outlines the ways reflection may be used 
to transform a community service project into a quality learning experience. Includes 
rationale, sample activities and steps for integrating reflection into a service learning 
program. National Center for Service Learning in Early Adolescence, Center for Advanced 
Study in Education, Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New 
York, 25 West 43rd St., Suite 612, New York, New York 10036-8099, (212) 642-2946. 
$15. 
Reflective Teaching: Discusses the importance of a reflection component in service-
learning and provides suggestions for implementation, $10. Pennsylvania Institute for 
Environmental and Community Service-Learning, Pennsylvania State University (Ogontz 
Campus), Sutherland Building, 4th Floor, 1600 Woodland Road, Abingdon, ~4 19001 
Other Resources:· 
An Aristocracy for Evervone: The Politics of Education and the Future of 
America: The author explores how we can effectively educate students to fulfill their roles 
in a democratic society. He sets out nine governing principles of Rutgers' model program 
and outlines fundamental civic issues and questions that should form the core of a 
citizenship education/communi! y service program. Ballantine Books. 
Caring is the Key: Building a· School-Based Intergenerational Service 
Program: Joseph Melcher. Includes rationale, case studies, implementation steps, 
training suggestions, maintenance and management guidelines and evaluaiotn techniques. 
PennSERVE: The Governor's Office of Citizen Service, 1304 Labor and Industry 
Building, Harrisburg, PA17120. (71 7) 787-1971. No charge. 
Combining Service and Learning: An Annotated Bibliography: This 
bibliography is intended to guide newcomers toward and remind service-learning vetrans of 
key literature in the field. The annotations are divided into six chapters: 1) What Is 
Service-Learning?; 2) Learning from Service: Major Perspectives; 3) Volunteerism and 
National Service; 4) Research; 5) Implications for Practice, & 6) Resources/Organizations. 
National Society for Experiential Education, 3509 Haworth Drive, Suite 207, Raleigh, NC 
27609-7229. (919) 787-3263. Volume 3 is $17.25 (including S & H). 
Developing Caring Children: Kate McPherson. Provides ideas for parents on ways 
they can model service, develop family service projects and encourage and support 
community and school-based service learning programs. Project Service Leadership, 
12703 N.W. 20th Ave., Vancouver, WA 98685. $5.50 + 2.50 postage and handling, 
payable to the School Improvement Project. 
Facts and Faith: National survey of school, college, full and part-time youth service 
programs. $5.00. National Youth Leadership Council, 1910 W. County Rd. B, St. Paul, 
MN 55113-1337. 
---~---------
Reaching Out: School-Based Programs for Community Service: Ideas, tips, 
philosophy, and examples of effective service-learning programs. Discusses how to start a 
program and provides reproducible worksheets and training aids. National Crime 
Prevention Council, 1700 K Street NW; Second Floor, Washington, DC 20006-3817. 
(202)446-6272. $14.95. 
SerVermont and the U.S.A.: Cynthia Parsons. Packed with innovative service 
learning ideas and creative ways to overcome traditional barriers. National Youth 
Leadership Council, 1910 W. County Rd. B., St. Paul, MN 55113-1337. $ 6.00. 
Youth Service: A Guidebook for Developing and Operating Effective 
Programs: Dan Conrad and Diane Hedin. Information on how to engage more youth in 
volunteer activities and how to strengthen programs that already exist. Outlines types of . 
service and the benefits of each, ranging from independent volunteering to school-. 
integrated service. Independent Sector, 1828 L Street, NV{, Washington, DC 20036, 
(202) 223-8100. $12.50. 
High School: ' 
' 
' 
150 Way Teens Can Make A Difference: Mariam Salzman and Teresa Reisgies. 
Steps for taking action and a comprehensive list of organizations and action plans. 
Peterson's Guides, I-800-338-3282. $7.95. · · 
·.· 
Active Citizenship Today (ACD: Integrates community service and the study of 
public policy into the middle and high school social studies curricula. In the community, 
ACf students and teachers work collaboratively with community groups and agencies in 
developing and implementing their service projects. Curriculum materials in progress. 
Contact: Close-Up Foundation, 44 Canal Center Plaza, Alexandria, VA 22314. Frank 
Dirks, Project Co-Director, 1-800-336-5479, ext. 350. 
Changing Our World: Here's a practical, step-by-step guide for young people who 
want to work for positive change. Zephyr Press, PO Box 113488-F, Tuscan, AZ 85732-
3448. (602) 322-5090. $31.95. 
Coordinator's Handbook: A practical guide for developing a service team. Although it 
is designed for community service coordinators who are working with The Thomas 
Jefferson Forum, it can be helpful to anyone interested in developing a community service 
program. The Thomas Jefferson Forum, Inc., 131 State Street, Suite 628, Boston, MA 
02109. (617) 523-6699. $13.00 includes postage and handling. 
Effective Participation in Government: A Problem-Solving Manual: 
This course of study emphasizes informal participation in government and community 
affairs. Effective Participation in Government Program, Box 632, Fayetteville, NY 13066. 
Enriching Learning Through Service: Kate McPherson. Provides a summary of the 
research which supports service and provides specific examples of how teachers have 
enriched their classroom learning through service. Kate McPherson, Project Service 
Leadership, 12703 N.W. 20th Ave., Vancouver, WA 98685. (206) 576-5070. $12.50 + 
2.50 handling. 
Valued Youth Partnership: Programs in Caring: Presenl~ successes and essential 
components. Coca-Cola Valued Youth Program, Intercultural Development Reasearch 
Association (IDRA), 5835 Callaghan, Suite 350, San Antonio, TX 78228-1190. (512) 
684-8180. 
Videos: 
"The Courage to Care, The Strength to Serve": Maryland State Department of 
Education, 200 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, MD 21201. (301) 333-2427. $12.50 
payable to Maryland Student Service Alliance. 
"Citizen Stories: Democracy and Responsibility in American Life": This video 
focuses on five individuals of varying ages and backgrounds who opted for action over 
apathy. The accompanying gl)ide includes activities to lead students to ponder the meaning 
and varied aspects of social responsibility. CloseUp Foundation, 44 Canal Center Plaza, 
Alexandria, VA 22314. (800) 765-3131. $60 plus $6 for shipping and handling. 
"Hearts & Minds Engaged: Teaching Law Related Education Through 
Service-Learning": Accompaning "Community Service Learning guide to Law-Related. 
Education" available from West Educational Publishing Co. Video is available through 
Institue for Citizen Education in the Law, U.P.S. School of Law: 206/591-2215. 
Databases: 
K-12 Clearinghouse: This center collects data on Program Information, Calendar of 
Events, Library Materials/Multi-Me<jia Resources, Organizations, and Speakers/ 
Consultants. National Service-Learning Clearinghouse, R290 VoThch, 1954 Buford Ave., 
St. Paul, MN 55108. Internet e-mail address: serve@maroon.tc.umn.edu , or call 
1-800-808-SERVE. 
Service-learning program descriptions: An abstract of background data on each 
program, including name, address, contact person, grade, age and ethnic make-up of 
participants. Also an in-depth program description with administrative considerations such 
as budget, leader/youth ratios, service activities, goals, training and reflection. Contact: 
Felicia George, Clearinghouse Coordinator, National Center for Service Learning in Early 
Adolescence, Center for Advanced Study in Education, Graduate School and University 
Center of the City University of New York, 25 West 43rd St., Suite 612, New York, New 
York 10036-8099. (212) 642-2306. · . 
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REFLECTION 
Learning Through Service 
"It's not what happens to you that makes the difference; 
it's what you do with what happens that makes the 
difference." 
While experience can be the best teacher, we also can have 
rich experiences and learn nothing. Adults can help their 
"students" and themselves learn more form service projects by 
discussing and reflecting on these experiences. This reflection not 
only will help students learn from a single event, but it also will 
help develop their capacity to think about complex issues and will 
enhance their capacities to become lifelong learners. 
A national study of three youth participation programs 
revealed that the key factor in stimulating complex thinking and 
improving the problem-solving abilities of students was the 
existence, regularity, and quality of a reflection component. 
Benefits of Reflection 
• Fostering Lifelong Learning Skills. 
• Developing Effective Problem-Solving Skills. 
• Increasing a Sense of Personal Power. 
• Celebration and Renewal. 
• Developing Self-Esteem. 
• Fostering Higher-Level Thinking. 
• Reinforcing Academic Skills. 
• Personal Development. 
• Improved Service. 
• Improved Program. 
Ways to Reflect and Discuss the Project 
• On-site. 
• Weekly meetings. 
• A Learning Log. 
• A Final Product or Presentation. 
MS-9044, Bellingham. Washington 98225-9044 0 (360) 650-7312 0 Fax (360) 650-6895 
An Equal Opportunity University 
WASHINGTON STATE CAMPUS COMPACT 
PRINCIPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE 
FOR ASSESSING STUDENT LEARNING 
These principles, developed by the American Association for Higher Education 
Assessment Forum, are intended to "to synthesize important work already done and to 
invite further statements about responsible and effective conduct of assessment." The 
emphasis is on the connection between assessment and improvement in learning and 
recognition of the complexit@Jotality of the learning process. 
• The assessment of student learning begins with educational 
values. 
Assessment is not an end in itself but a vehicle for educational 
improvement. Its effective practice, then, begins with and enacts 
a vision of the kinds of learning we most value for students and 
strive to help them achieve. 
• Assessment is most effective when it relates an understanding 
of learning as multidimensional, integrated and revealed in 
performance over time. 
Learning is a complex process. It entails not only what students know 
but what they can do with what they know. 
• Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve 
have clear, explicitly stated purpose. 
Assessment is a goal-oriented process. It entails comparing educational 
performance with educational purposes and expectations. 
• Assessment requires attention to outcomes but also and equally 
to the experiences that lead to those outcomes. 
Information about outcomes is of high importance; where students "end up" 
matters greatly. But to improve outcomes, we need to know about student 
experiences along the way - about the curricula, teaching and kind of 
student effort that lead to the particular outcomes. 
• Assessment works best when it is ongoing, not episodic. 
Assessment is a process whose power is cumulative (linked over time). 
• Assessment fosters wider improvement when representatives 
from across the educational community are involved. 
Student learning is a campus-wide responsibility, and assessment is a way 
of enacting that responsibility. 
• Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues of 
use and illuminates questions that people really care about. 
Assessment recognizes the value of information in the process of 
improvement, but must be connected to issues people really care about. 
• Assessment is most likely to lead to improvement when it is 
part of larger set of conditions that promote change. 
Assessment alone changes little. Its greatest contribution comes on 
campuses where the quality of teaching and learning are valued. 
• Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to 
students and to the public. 
There is a compelling public stake in education. 
American Association for Higher Education Assessment Formn, "Principles of Good Practice for Assessing 
Student Learning" (Washington, D. C.: AAHE. 1992). 
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Speaking: 
• one-on-one conferences with 
teacher /leader 
• whole class discussion 
• small group discussion 
• oral repents to group 
• d.isc:ussions witil COmmunity 
members or experts on an i5sue 
• public speaking on project • for 
parents, teachers, sdlool board, ell::. 
• teach material to younger students 
• testimony before policy -· L-m" bodies ~-'0 
Activities: 
• gather information 1-.:eded to 
serve or undersiand a project 
• sw-veys or field based research 
• simulation or role playing 
• con£erence or workshop 
presentations 
• plan a t:rainlng session for other 
students, program leaders 
• recognition and celebration 
.. programs 
• plan new future pt ojects 
• reauite pee15 to serve 
• allocate program budget 
Writing: 
• essay, expert paper, research 
paper. final paper 
• joumal or log-~ daily, weeldy 
or after each service experience 
• case study, history 
• special project report 
• nar:ative for a video, film or 
slide show 
• guide for future voluntsers/ 
participants 
• seif~uatian or evaluation ol 
program 
• newspaper, magazioo and other 
pu&liShed articles 
Multimedia: 
• photo, slide or video essay 
• painting, drawings, collages, etc. 
• dance, music or theater 
presentations 
Copyright e National Youth Leac!e.xship Council, 1991. 
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FOR ASSESSING STUDENT LEARNING 
• These principles, developed by the American Association for Higher Education 
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Assessment Forum, are intended to "to synthesize important work already done and to 
invite further statements about responsible and effective conduct of assessment." The 
emphasis is on the connection between assessment and improvement in learning and 
recognition of the complexit@)otality of the learning process. 
• The assessment of student learning begins with educational 
values. 
Assessment is not an end in itself but a vehicle for educational 
improvement. Its effective practice, then, begins with and enacts 
a vision of the kinds of learning we most value for students and 
strive to help them achieve. 
• Assessment is most effective when it relates an understanding 
of learning as multidimensional, integrated and revealed in 
performance over time. 
Learning is a complex process. It entails not only what students know 
but what they can do with what they know. 
• Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve 
have clear, explicitly stated purpose. 
• 
Assessment is a goal-oriented process. It entails comparing educational 
performance with educational purposes and expectations. 
Assessment requires attention to outcomes but also and equally 
to the experiences that lead to those outcomes. 
Information about outcomes is of high importance; where students "end up" 
matters greatly. But to improve outcomes, we need to know about student 
experiences along the way - about the curricula, teaching and kind of 
student effort that lead to the particular outcomes. 
• Assessment works best when it is ongoing, not episodic. 
Assessment is a process whose power is cumulative (linked over time). 
• Assessment fosters wider improvement when representatives 
from across the educational community are involved. 
Student learning is a campus-wide responsibility, and assessment is a way 
of enacting that responsibility. 
• Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues of 
use and illuminates questions that people really care about. 
Assessment recognizes the value of information in the process of 
improvement, but must be connected to issues people really care about. 
• Assessment is most likely to lead to improvement when it is 
part of larger set of conditions that promote change. 
Assessment alone changes little. Its greatest contribution comes on 
campuses where the quality of teaching and learning are valued. 
• Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to 
students and to the public. 
There is a compelling public stake in education. 
American Association for Higher Education Assessment Formn, "Principles of Good Practice for Assessing 
Student Learning" (Washington, D. C.: AAHE, 1992). 
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